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Abstract
Many deep-space satellites contain a plutonium heat source. An explosion,
during launch, of a rocket carrying such a satellite offers the potential for the
release of some of the plutonium. The fireball following such an explosion exposes
any released plutonium to a high-temperature
chemically-reactive
environment.
Vaporization, condensation, and agglomeration processes can alter the distribution
of plutonium-bearing
particles. The Fireball code package simulates the integrated
response of the physical and chemical processes occurring in a fireball and the
effect these processes have on the plutonium-bearing
particle distribution. This
integrated treatment of multiple phenomena represents a significant improvement
in the state of the art for fireball simulations. Preliminary simulations of launchabort scenarios indicate: (1) most plutonium vaporization occurs within the fist
second of the fireball; (2) large non-aerosol-sized
particles contribute very little to
plutonium vapor production; (3) vaporization and both homogeneous
and heterogeneous
condensation
occur simultaneously;
(4) homogeneous
condensation
transports plutonium
down to the smallest-particle
sizes; (5) heterogeneous
condensation precludes homogeneous condensation if sufficient condensation sites
are available; and (6) agglomeration
produces larger-sized particles but slows
rapidly as the fireball grows.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Many deep-space satellites contain a plutonium heat source. An explosion,
during launch, of a rocket carrying such a satellite offers the potential for the
release of some of the plutonium. For such hypothetical explosions, it is desirable
to predict the quantity and size distribution
of plutonium-bearing
particles
released to the environment. The fireball following such an explosion exposes any
released plutonium
to a high-temperature,
chemically-reactive
environment.
Vaporization,
condensation,
and agglomeration processes occurring within this
environment can then alter the distribution of plutonium-bearing
particles. The
Fireball code package simulates the integrated response of the physical and
chemical processes occurring in a fireball, and the effect these processes have on
the plutonium-bearing
particle distribution.
The Fireball code package provides a fast-running
computational
tool for
assessing the impact of hypothetical launch-abort fireballs on the quantity and
size distribution of plutonium-bearing
particles. Examination of the Fireball code
simulations indicate that an integrated approach is necessary to capture the
complex nonlinear phenomena inherent in a fireball. An integrated approach,
along with an increase in sophistication of the physics and chemistry submodels,
provides a significant improvement over models used previously.
The intent of Fireball code development is to provide a first-order integrated
model to enable parametric investigations
of various launch-abort
scenarios. A
first-order fireball model is one that approximately captures the dominant physical
and chemical processes occurring in the fireball. The many uncertainties inherent
in the simulation of plutonium particle dispersal from a hypothetical
explosion
make it desirable to address these uncertainties
parametrically.
Thus many
fireball simulations are required, necessitating a fast-running and flexible code.
The objective here is to determine how the fireball environment modifies the size
distribution of all plutonium-bearing
particles.
The following
package:

list provides

a summary

of the key features

of the Fireball

x Fully-integrated
thermodynamics,
chemistry, heat and mass transfer,
ization and condensation, and agglomeration models.
x Many user-selectable

input parameters

to facilitate parametric

code

vapor-

investigations.

x Adaptive time step control for the entire transient simulation.
x Sequential or concurrent combustion of multiple reactant mixes with a different
combustion rate and pressure specified for each.
x Transient heat transfer solution for multiple aluminum-alloy
structures,
cluding melting, vaporization, and combustion of aluminum vapor.

in-
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x Quasi-static

heat transfer solution for agglomerated
coupled vaporization/condensation
model.

x Transient heat transfer solution for non-aerosol
vaporization/condensation
model.

aerosol particles

particles

with a

(rocks) with a coupled

x Simultaneous
plutonium

heterogeneous
and homogeneous
condensation
processes
based on both fireball temperature and chemical composition.

x Fireball emissivity based on the calculated composition
and on the concentration of all suspended particles.
x Fireball emissitity coupled to the structure
and to the fireball energy equation.

of the combustion

and particle heat transfer

for
gases

models

x Convection (based on the fireball properties) and radiation boundary conditions
for all structure and particle heat transfer calculations, with the fireball treated
as a semitransparent participating medium for radiation.
x Coupled aerosol physics model for the simulation
agglomeration and gravitational settling.

of multicomponent

particle

x Five particle components
considered for heat transfer and agglomeration:
original plutonium, condensed plutonium, soot (equilibrium and supplemental),
generated aluminum oxide, and entrained dirt.
x Non-spherical
particles accounted for via user-specified
shape factor that
directly affects agglomeration, particle heat transfer, and fireball emissivity.
x Automatic update of agglomeration
time and temperature intervals.
x Time-varying
agglomeration

section coefficients

control volume associated
governing equations.

x Momentum equation for the fireball
and time-varying volume effects.

with fireball

rise velocity

based on user-specified
growth

accounts

accounted

for in

for buoyancy,

drag,

x Calculation of entrained air for both the combustion and entrainment stages
based on fireball size and velocity, and user-specified entrainment coeficlents.
x Simple models of soot production and dirt entrainment
igations of particle response in a fireball.

allow parametric

invest-

Preliminary
simulations
of launch-abort
scenarios using the Fireball code
package indicate: (1) most plutonium vaporization occurs within the first second of
the fireball; (2) large non-aerosol-sized
particles contribute very little to plutonium
vapor production; (3) plutonium vaporization and both homogeneous
and heterogeneous condensation occur simultaneously because of the different temperatures
of the various-sized particles; (4) homogeneous condensation transports plutonium
down to the smallest-particle
sizes; (5) heterogeneous
condensation
precludes
homogeneous
condensation if sufficient condensation sites are available; and (6)
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agglomeration produces
expands or cools.

larger-sized

particles

but slows rapidly

as the fireball
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Introduction

Introduction
a

Many deep-space satellites make use of a what is referred to as a General
Purpose Heat Source (GPHS), which contains substoichiometric plutonium dioxide
fuel. The major constituent of this fuel is plutonium-238,
which has an activity
level of about 15 Curies/g and a half life of 87.7 years. For brevity, throughout this
report, the term “plutonium” is often used in place of the technically-correct
term
“substoichiometric
plutonium dioxide.” The use of the term “plutonium” should be
unambiguous
in the context in which it is used. The term “plutonia” is now
considered archaic and therefore is not used here.
Plutonium horn the GPHS may be released to the environment following a
hypothetical explosion of a space vehicle on the launch pad or during ascent. Three
phases of calculations are needed to assess the impact of such an explosion: (1) the
blast phase, (2) the fireball phase, and (3) the plume dispersion phase. Simulation
of the blast phase is performed using other codes and is not addressed here. These
other codes predict the particle-size
distribution
(the number of plutonium
particles in each of several representative size bins) following an explosion. This
particle-size
distribution is then modified by the relevant fireball physics and
chemistry. The modified distribution is then provided to a plume dispersion model,
which calculates the dispersal of the released plutonium in the atmosphere. This

report addresses the Fireball code package used to model the fireball phase.
The next section provides an overview of the Fireball code package. This
overview is strictly qualitative and provides a concise description of the individual
models in the code and how they are connected. In the sections to follow are
detailed
descriptions
of each model, including
all assumptions,
governing
equations, and their derivations. Following these detailed descriptions are sections
describing model integration, code use, sample results, and summary comments
with recommendations.
This report provides a detailed description of the code, which is essential for
proper code assessment and results interpretation.
This report also serves as a
user’s manual for the Fireball code. Because a large number of technical papers
and book - were reviewed in preparation
for Fireball model development,
an
extensive o~bliography is included. This bibliography, together with the references,
provides a useful compendium
of information
sources for those interested in
further pursuit of fireball modeling.

Fireball Model Overview

Fireball Model Overview
The Fireball code package consists of three codes integrated into a single
fireball simulation code, referred to as Fireball. The CET89 code,l’z converted to a
subroutine, is used to perform the combustion thermodynamic
calculations. The
Maeros2 code,s also converted to a subroutine, is used to perform the aerosol
physics calculations. All the remaining calculations, such as fireball physics and
particle heat transfer, are calculated by new routines written specifically for
launch-abort fireball simulations. The entire fireball simulation is controlled in
this new Fortran77 code.
The behavior of the fireball is assumed to consist of two stages for purposes of
simulation: (1) the combustion stage, and (2) the entrainment stage. During the
combustion stage, the fireball temperature and size increase as the propellant of
the launch or space vehicle burns. This is countered by radiative and convective
heat losses from the fireball to the ambient environment and to structures within
the fireball. Air entrainment also occurs during this stage but is expected to have a
small effect compared to combustion. Following the combustion stage, the fireball
lifts from the ground and rises due to buoyant forces, resulting in entrainment of
air and dirt. No propellant combustion is assumed to occur during the entrainment
stage.
An overall description of the fireball model is depicted schematically in Figure
1. The arrows depict the general direction of information exchange between the
various submodels. The initial plutonium particle size distribution is provided as
input to the Fireball code. Such input could come from explosion/debris
computer
codes or from experimental data. The modified particle size distribution is part of
the output of the Fireball code; this output can then be made available to a plume
dispersal code if desired.
The initial plutonium particle distribution can be modified by the fireball via
several temperature-driven
mechanisms. Four such mechanisms are included in
the current fireball model: (1) vaporization
of plutonium particles followed by
hom~geneous and heterogeneous condensation; (2) agglomeration with entrained
dirt particles;
(3) agglomeration
with soot particles arising from propellant
combustion; and (4) agglomeration with aluminum oxide (AlzO~) particles arising
from the vaporization
of aluminum-alloy
structures (such as the rocket) and
subsequent combustion within the fireball. In addition to agglomeration,
the
introduction of particles into the fireball results in additional sites for heterogeneous condensation. These mechanisms are simulated to assess the impact of
agglomeration,
vaporization,
and condensation
on the size distribution
and
plutonium mass fraction of the released plutonium-bearing
particles.
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The intent of the Fireball code is to provide a first-order model to enable
parametric investigations of various launch-abort scenarios. A fist-order
fireball
model is one that approximately captures the dominant physical and chemical
processes occurring in the fireball. The many uncertainties
inherent in the
simulation of plutonium particle dispersal from a hypothetical explosion make it
desirable to address these uncertainties via parametric simulations. Thus many
fireball simulations are required, necessitating a fast-running and flexible code.
-------------------------------------------------
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Figure 1. Schematic

J

of the Fireball Model

A key feature of the Fireball code is that it provides a fullv-intemated
simulation
capability
involving
thermodynamics,
chemistry,
heat and mass
transfer, vaporization
and condensation,
and agglomeration.
Thus all relevant
processes are included in a single code and each process depends on the outcome of
other processes. This fully-integrated
feature significantly advances the state of
the art for fireball simulations.
Of primary importance in the Fireball code is the fireball physics model. This
model predicts the temperature, composition, size, and rise velocity of the fireball
that develops after a hypothetical explosion of a launch vehicle. Although there is
a wealth of experimental
data on fireballs, this data provides only macroscopic
features such as size, rise velocity, and luminosity. Because experimental data of
flow structure details is lacking, and in light of the large uncertainties involved,
6
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detailed multidimensional
models do not seem warranted. The fireball physics
model used in the Fireball code is based on a single uniformly-mixed
control
volume that changes size as combustion, air entrainment, and heat loss proceed.
Solution of an energy equation for this control volume provides a first-order
estimate of the fireball temperature.
For ground blasts, the fireball begins as a hemisphere and transitions to a full
sphere upon liftoff. For air blasts, the fireball is treated as a sphere. The rise of the
fireball is based on solution of a momentum equation including buoyancy, drag,
and time-varying volume effects. Ar entrainment into the fireball is coupled to
this model and is based on the size and rise velocity of the fireball along with userspec.ified entrainment coefficients. Heat loss from the fireball is from radiation to
the ambient environment, and from convection and radiation to any immersed
structures. All gas properties are dependent on the fireball temperature.
The
fireball emissivity is based on the gas composition and particle inventory.
The quantity and composition of the products of combustion are calculated
based on equilibrium thermodynamics.
Because of the high reaction rates associated with the high temperatures involved in fieballs,
the assumption of equilibrium is expected to be reasonable. Combustion thermodynamics is calculated using
the CET89 code,l’z which has been converted to a callable subroutine. The thermophysical and transport properties of the combustion products am provided by ,the
extensive property routines in the CET89 code. These properties are required in
the solution of the fireball energy equation. The Fireball code package is configured to allow the introduction of any number of reactant mixes. These mixes can
be specified to burn either sequentially or concurrently. In addition, the combustion rate and pressure for each mix can be specified, allowing different abort
scenarios to be simulated. For example, a tail-down impact of the rocket would
produce a different propellant-introduction
timing sequence than a nose-fist
impact. Both of these abort scenarios can be simulated with the Fireball code by
providing the appropriate reactant mix timing, combustion rate and pressure
parameters.
Aerosol physics within the fireball is simulated using the Maeros2 code
converted to a callable subroutine. The Maeros2 code is based on dividing the
continuous distribution of particle sizes into a finite number of size sections. More
sections increase accuracy but slow the calculation. The aerosol within the fireball
is assumed to contain five components: (1) plutonium dioxide debris from the
initial explosion, (2) condensed plutonium dioxide, (3) carbon (soot), (4) aluminum
oxide, and (5) entrained dirt. Agglomeration of the various components is assumed
to be due to three processes: (1) gravitational settling, (2) Brownian motion, and
(3) turbulent
d.iiYusion. Particles can change size sections as agglomeration
proceeds. The largest consumer of execution time in the fireball model is the
generation of section coefficients used in the aerosol physics solution. To reduce
this time, the section coefficients are evaluated based on user-speciiied
time and
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temperature intervals, as opposed to being evaluated every fireball time step. The
transient agglomeration
model maintains its own adaptive time step between
section coefficient reevaluations.
Linear interpolation of section coefficients and
fireball property data is used at each agglomeration-model
time step.
Heat transfer to particles immersed in the fireball is modeled for both
agglomerated
aerosol particles and plutonium “rock” particles. The larger rock
particles are assumed to not behave as aerosol particles and do not agglomerate.
Both aerosol and rock particle heat transfer models include the effects of the size
change associated with plutonium vaporization and condensation. A quasi-static
model is used for agglomerated aerosol particles and a full transient model is used
for the larger rock particles which are assumed to not agglomerate. Both convection (forced and free) and radiation are included, with forced convection based
on the particle terminal velocity in the fireball. The radiation model treats the
fireball as a semitransparent
medium such that the particle can exchange heat
with both the fireball and the ambient environment depending on the fireball
emissitity,
which is based on the fireball gas composition
and the particle
inventory. Particles are assigned size sections consistent with those used for
agglomeration.
Particles can change size sections based on any vaporization or
condensation occurring in that section.
The model for the vaporization of plutonh.m. accounts for both the fireball temperature and its chemical composition. In addition, the model is coupled with the
particle heat transfer models, which are in turn coupled with the aerosol physics
model. The vaporization model also applies to heterogeneous
condensation when
the partial pressure
driving potential is negative. Both heterogeneous
and
homogeneous condensation can occur simultaneously. Homogeneous condensation
is initiated when the supersaturation
ratio of plutonium dioxide vapor exceeds a
user-specified
critical limit. Condensed particles can agglomerate
with other
particles or vaporize depending on the evolution of the fireball.
To simulate the response of aluminum-alloy
structures immersed in the
fireball (such as rocket casings), models are included for structure heat transfer,
vaporization,
and combustion. The transient lumped-capacitance
heat transfer
model allows the specification of an effective heat transfer area to the fireball for
multiple structures. Convection, radiation, melting, and appropriate mass loss
terms are included. Any aluminum vaporized from a structure is assumed to
immediately combust with the oxygen in the fireball, producing aluminum oxide
particles. These particles are then allowed to agglomerate with other particles or to
serve as condensation sites for plutonium vapor.
Because of the complexity and uncertainty associated with soot generation and
dirt entrainment, only simple parametric models are included in the Fireball code
package for these processes. Both soot and dirt particles affect the fireball
emissivity and provide additional condensation and agglomeration sites. The soot
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model allows the user-spe~ed
addition of supplemental soot, which is added to
any soot predicted by the equilibrium chemistry solution. The dirt entrainment
model allows the input of a dirt entrainment rate for both the combustion and air
entrainment stages. These simple models allow the parametric investigation
of
soot and dirt particles in a fireball.
The following
code package:

list is provided

to summarize

the key features

of the Fireball

x Fully-integrated
thermodynamics,
chemistry, heat and mass transfer,
ization and condensation, and agglomeration models.
input parameters

to facilitate parametric

vapor-

M

Many user-selectable

investigations.

M

Adaptive time step control for the entire transient simulation.

M

Sequential or concurrent combustion of multiple reactant mixes with a different
combustion rate and pressure specified for each.

x Transient heat transfer solution for multiple aluminum-alloy
structures,
cluding melting, vaporization, and combustion of aluminum vapor.
x Quasi-static heat transfer solution for agglomerated
coupled vaporization/condensation
model.
x Transient heat transfer solution for non-aerosol
vaporization/condensation
model.

aerosol

particles

particles

with a

(rocks) with a coupled

x Simultaneous
heterogeneous
and homogeneous
condensation
processes
plutonium based on both fireball temperature and chemical composition.
x Fireball emissivity based on the calculated composition
and on the concentration of all suspended particles.
x Fireball emissivity coupled to the structure
and to the fireball energy equation.

in-

of the combustion

and particle heat transfer

for
gases

models

x Convection (based on the fireball properties) and radiation boundary conditions
for all structure and particle heat transfer calculations, with the fireball treated
as a semitransparent particip sting medium for radiation.
x Coupled aerosol physics model for the simulation
agglomeration and gravitational settling.

of multicomponent

particle

x Five particle components
considered for heat transfer and agglomeration:
original plutonium, condensed plutonium, soot (equilibrium and supplemental),
generated aluminum oxide, and entrained dirt.
x Non-spherical
directly tiects

particles accounted for via user-speciiied
shape factor that
agglomeration, particle heat transfer, and fireball emissivity.

x Automatic update of agglomeration
time and temperature intervals.

section coefficients

based on user-specified
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Time-var@g

growth accounted

for in

x Momentum equation for the fireball rise velocity accounts for buoyancy,
and time-varying volume effects.

drag,

M

control volume associated
agglomeration governing equations.

with fireball

x Calculation of entrained air for both the combustion and entrainment stages
based on fieball size and velocity, and user-specified entrainment coefficients.
x Simple models of soot production and dirt entrainment
igations of particle response in a fireball.

allow parametric

invest-

The governing equations for the fireball temperature, size, and rise velocity,
along with the equations for the four particle-distribution-modifying
mechanisms,
and the aerosol physics equations
are presented in the following
sections.
Suggested units are included in parentheses
after each variable, providing a
consistent set of units for numerical calculation.
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Fireball Physics
The fireball is defined to include the products of combustion and entrained air.
The combusting propellants are embedded within the fireball and are the source of
the combustion products. This conceptual model of the fireball is shown schematically in Figure 2. Based on a single control volume, the time-dependent
temperature of the fireball is determined by solving the following energy balance equation
(assuming a constant-pressure combustion process):

d(nflzJ=~_L+E

(1)

dt
where nf is the quantity

of combustion

products

and entrained

air that comprise

the fireball (mol), hf is the molar enthalpy of the fireball (J/mol), t is time (s), 1? is
the reactant enthalpy inflow (W), L is the fireball energy loss rate (W), and E is
the enthalpy inflow from air entrainment
(W). Note that both nf and hf are
dependent variables.

Products and
Entrained Air)
1

[

(mutiple bum fronts allowed)

entrained

air

Figure 2. Schematic

of the Fireball Control Volume

The molar gas quantity in the fireball is

(2)

nf=nP+na
where

nP is the quantity

entrained

of combustion

products

(mol),

and n. is quantity

of

air (mol). The reactant enthalpy inflow term, 1?, is given by

R = n,h,

(3)
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where

n, is the molar combustion

rate of propellant

assumed known, and h, is the spetied
the air entrainment

reactants

(mol./s), which is

enthalpy of the reactants (J/mol). Liketise,

enthalpy inflow term is given by
(4)

where n= is the molar rate of air entrainment

(molls), and h: is the enthalp y of

the ambient air (J/mol).
Equation

(1) is expanded using the chain rule and rearranged

dhf _
zdn,

[)

dt

The product

tirh, – tiPhf– L +ria(h: – h~)]/nf
[

is the molar product production

where nP = —

production

to provide
(5)

rate (mol./s).

rate, nP , is expressed

in terms of the reactant

com-

bustion rate using

dn,
‘P=ydt

.
‘Ynr

(6)

where y is the molar quantity of combustion products produced per mole of
reactant, and n, is the specified reactant combustion rate (mol/s). This equation is
required for the solution of Equation
fraction y is determined using

(5). Based

on equilibrium

chemistry,

~.nP_wr

n,

(7)

Wp

where nPis the quantity of products (mol), n, is the quantity of reactants

W, and WP are the mean
respectively

molecular

weights

the

of the reactants

(mol), and

and products,

(g/mol). The mean molecular weights are given by

(8)

and

(9)
i=]
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where N, is the number of reactant species, Np is the number
y:

and y;

respectively,

are the mole &actions
and

W+ and

product species, respectively

species j and product

W; are the molecular

weights

species,
species

of the reactant

i,

and

(g/mol).

Equation (5) is now rearranged

~=

of reactant

of product

to provide

[fir(h,
- Yhf) -~+ fi.(h: -hf)]/n,

This equation is based on the following

where hF is the enthalpy of formation

(lo)

definition of enthalpy:

(also known as the heat of formation)

at the

standard state (298. 15 K, 1 atm), and Ah is the change in enthalpy from the
standard state to some other state, including sensible heat and heats of transition
when appropriate.
The loss term in Equation (5), L, is given by

L = saA(Z’4 - 2“ ) + s~lsaA~J(Z’4- 2’;1)+h~lAJT - 2“1, – q~,

(12)

where e is the effective emissivity of the fireball, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant (5.67 x 10-12 W/cm2.K4), A is the surface area of the spherical fireball
(cmZ), T is the temperature
temperature
the fireball,

of the fireball

(K), T= is the ambient

(K), s~l is the surface emissivity

T~lis the surface temperature

of the aluminum

of the aluminum

environment

structures

structures

within

(K), hA1is

the heat transfer coefficient for convective heat transfer between the aluminum
structures and the fireball (W/cm2.K), and q~lis the heat added to the fireball from
aluminum combustion (W). Calculation of the aluminum surface temperature
the combustion source term are described in the Structure Heat Transfer
Aluminum Combustion Subsections.

and
and

Qualitatively, Equation (1) indicates that the time rate of change of the fireball
energy equals the rate of energy inflow from reactants and air entrainment minus
the rate of fireball energy loss. The loss term Equation (12)] includes four contributions: (1) thermal radiation from the fireball to the ambient environment, (2)
thermal radiation from the fireball interior (treated as a gray semitransparent
participating medium) to the aluminum structures (the rocket) within the fireball,
(3) convective heat transfer from the fireball interior to the aluminum structures,
and (4) heat added to the fireball from combustion of aluminum structures.
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Following
structures

liftoff, only the first loss term contribution is included because
are assumed to no longer be immersed in the rising fireball.

Using the calculated fireball enthalpy
temperature is determined using

and product mole fractions,

hf =(1 - y.)~y;h;
i=l

the

the fireball

(13)

+ y.h.

where y. is the molar air fraction defined as the molar quantity of entrained air in
the fireball divided by the molar quantity of air and all combustion products in the
fireball, y; is the mole fraction of product species i, h; is the enthalpy of product
species

i (J/mol),

and h. is the enthalpy

of the air entrained

into the fireball

(J/mol). The molar air fraction is defined as
(14)

Because

h; and h. are functions of fireball temperature

T, Equation

(13) must

be solved iteratively for temperature. This is accomplished using Newton iteration,
recognizing that the derivative of enthalp y with respect to temperature at constant
specific heat (J/mol”K). Enthalpies
pressure is equal to cP, the constant-pressure
are provided as fifth-order polynomials in temperature and account for heat of
formation, sensible heat, phase transitions,
and corrections for non-ideal gas
behavior. Specfic heats are provided as fourth-order polynomials in temperature.
The equilibrium product mole fractions are determined for a specified reactant
mixture assuming a constant enthalp y-constant pressure thermodynamic
state.
This amounts to assuming that combustion occurs at a constant temperature
associated with this state and not at the average fireball temperature. In other
words, combustion occurs in one or more localized burn fronts within the fireball,
depending on the number of reactant mixes specified. Entrained air is included
with the fireball products but is assumed to not be available for combustion unless
specified as a reactant. Calculation of the product mole fractions is provided by a
propellant thermodynamic routine that incorporates thermodynamic data for all of
the combustion
species associated with the space vehicle. The product mole
fractions are determined based on a minimization of the Gibb’s iiee energy. The
fireball code package is configured to allow the input of multiple reactant mixes,
each with its own specified combustion rate. After consumption of a reactant mix,
combustion proceeds with the next reactant mix until all available mixes are
consumed.
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Following completion of the combustion stage, the fireball lifts horn the
ground, rapidly entraining air. The molar rate of air entrainment, based on an
assumed entrainment coefficient, is determined using
(15)
where a is an entrainment coefficient, u is the rise velocity of the fireball (cm/s), A
is the surface area of the fireball (cmZ), p is the pressure of the fireball (atm),
which is assumed to equal the ambient pressure, ~ is the universal gas constant
(K). The quantity of
(82 cm9”atm/mol”K), and T is the fireball temperature
entrained air is added to the existing product species in the calculation of fieball
temperature via Equation (13). Also, during the entrainment stage, the reactant
enthalp y inflow term is zero.
The air entrainment model is based on the “macro-scale” process of a bubble
(the fireball) rising through a medium (air), which is applicable after fireball
liftoff. Such a model is common in bubble flow and atmospheric simulations.
However, the model is also used before fireball liftoff when air entrainment is a
“micro-scale” process in which turbulent eddies near the boundaries of the fireball
bring in ambient air. Because these turbulent eddies are not captured in the
fireball model, there is no reasonable way to predict t}.is entrainment. The microscale entrainment
is expected
to be much smaller than the macro-scale
Different
entrainment
coefficients
may be used during
the
entrainment.
combustion and entrainment stages to reflect the different processes. It is also
possible to introduce entrained air by specifying it as a reactant; thus micro-scale
entrainment
calculated by some other means (such as a computational
fluid
dynamics code) can be incorporated in the fireball simulation if desired.
The rise velocity
momentum balance:

of the fireball

;(pVu)

is determined

from solution

of the following

= gV(p: -p) -~p;APu2

(16)

where p is the density of the fireball (g/cmS), V is the volume of the fireball (cmS), g
is the acceleration

due to gravity (981 cm/sz), cd is the drag coefficient,

p: is the

density of the ambient air (g/cmS), and AP is the projected area of the fireball (cmZ).
The first term to the right of the equal sign is the buoyant force due to the density
difference of the ambient air and the fireball, and the second term is the drag
force. Application of the chain rule and rearrangement of this equation provides
the following equation for numerical solution:
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du
—=
dt

2+b
C2– CIU–CJ.J

with

(17)

~
[1
(nfwf)k”

d ln(pV)

1 d(pV)
pv

dt

dt

(nfw)k

(18)

At

o

[)

c2=g&~

(19)

P

and
(20)

where b is a constant

that depends on the Reynolds

number

(defined later), nt is

the cwantity of all fireball constituents (mol), which includes combustion products
and entrained air, Wf is the mean molecular weight of the fireball mixture (g/mol),
the superscript k indicates the time step number, At is the selected time step (s), p
is the fieball density (g/cms), a is another constant that depends on the Reynolds
number, p; is the density of the ambient air (g/cmS), p: is the dynamic viscosity of
the ambient air (g/cm-s), and r is the iireball radius (cm). The product nfWt, which
is the fireball mass, is calculated

as

nfWf = nPW~ + n~W~
where W=is the molecular
The drag coefficient,

(21)

weight of air (28.97 g/mol).

Cd, is expressed

as

Cd = a Reb

(22)

where Re is the Reynolds number of the rising fireball given as
(23)

where u is the rise velocity (cm/s) and r is the fireball radius (cm). The constants a
and b are both functions of the Reynolds number, and for flow around a sphere are
provided in Table 1, based on simple curve fits to graphical data.A Although the
16
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fireball will deviate from a spherical
insignificant for this application.

shape, the errors introduced

are considered

Table 1. Constants for Drag Coefficient

Range

a

Res 1.9
500> Re >1.9
Re >500”

24
18.5
0.44

b
–1
-0.6
0

The height
of the center of the fieball is determined by integrating the rise
—
velocity over time with z equal to ZOas the initial condition. ‘I%us -

Z=zo+

J

(24)

hit

o

A hemispherical fireball is formed initially. The fireball grows
_
in the shape of a
truncated sphere as it rises, attaining a full spherical shape when it lifts from the
ground. This growth is depicted schematically in Figure 3.

\

.

~~’

1
.. .. ___

Figure 3. Geometry

ground level

for Growth of the Fireball

It is possible for the initial fireball sphere to lift off before combustion is
complete, depending on the calculated rise velocity and the selected combustion
rates. In such cases, a second fireball hemisphere would begin to form, which
would be attached to the first rising sphere. However, multiple attached spheres
are not treated. Instead, the additional fireball products are added to the volume of
the initial sphere and the fireball grows as a sphere. In the Fireball code package,
liftoff is defined as the time of combustion completion. The entrainment stage
begins at this time.
The volume and surface area of the fireball before liftoff are given by
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V = f7rr3-*43q’

+12)

(25)

and

A = 4m’ - 2zrl

(26)

with

l=r-z

(27)

and
r, =

jrz – 22

(28)

where V is the volume (cm3), r is the radius of the fireball (cm), r=is the radius of
the circle formed by the intersection of the firebill truncated sphere and the
ground (cm), and z is the height of the fireball center (cm). Equations (25) through
(28) are solved to determine r and A given V and z. Following — liftoff, the volume
and surface area of a full sphere are u;ed.
The volume of the fireball is based on the ideal gas law:
—

v==

(29)
P

The quantity of all fireball constituents,

nf, is found by integrating

the rate of

fireball growth, nt, over time. Thus

nf = ~~ nfdt = J(~‘~ yti, + ti~)dt
~

(30)

where the fraction y ~quation
(7)] is defined as the molar ratio of combustion
products to reactants (determined by the equilibrium combustion solution), and n.
is the molar rate of air entrainment

(mol/s).

The effective emissivity of the fireball, accounting for all particles within the
fireball and assuming non-absorbing fireball gases and diiYuse particle surfaces, is
given bys

(31)
‘=l-e+Lbz’’ciA’)
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where Lb is an effective thickness
sizes,

s;

particles

is the emissivity

of the fireball (cm), N. is the number of particle

of particle

size i, C i is the number

of size i (cm-3), and A; is the effective projected

concentration

area of particle

of

size i

(cm’), which is given by
A;=x --xi(d:)’

where #

(32)

is the dynamic shape factor for particles of size i, and d: is the diameter

of the volume-equivalent
sphere for particles of size i (cm), The effective fireball
thickness, Lb, is usually referred to as the mean beam length, which for a sphere is
given as G

Lb = 13r

(33)

where r is the fireball radius (cm). Before the fireball
shape, the mean beam length is approximated as

attains

a full spherical

L,= 3.9%
Equation (31) is easily modified to approximately
(C02 and water vapor) within the fieball. Thus

(34)
account for absorbing

gases

(35)

where s~ is the effective

gas emissivity

based on the temperature,

pressure,

and

mean beam length of the fireball product gases. The calculation of the gas emissivity is based on an engineering approachG assuming that water vapor and carbon
dioxide are the dominant contributors to emissivity. Thus
(36)

Cg = sH20fH,o+ EC02
ho, – AE
where the H20 and C02 subscripts

refer to water vapor and carbon

dioxide

gas,

respectively,
and f and As are correction factors. The emissivities for the two
dominant gases along with the correction factors are based on approximate curve
fits to experimental data and are given as
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loglo &~2~= – (0.88424 + 0.65524~*) +
(37)

(0.49502 + 0.294787Z’*)log10 (L,yH,0p) (0.061316 + 0.05272~*)[log10(L,yH20p)]2

f&O =1 +{0.897-

0.2[log,&y~20~)]}[~(l+y~,c))

loglo &~~2= [-1.34561 +0.0758127~*
[0.35278 + 0.0726517”+
[-0.074333

fco,= 1-

(38)

-I]

- 0.122506(~*)’]+
8.4779X 10+(T*)2]log10(L~yco,p)

+ 0.02621932’”-

+

9.8478x 10-3(~*)2][log&yC0,P)]2

0.768622[0.19537710g10 (L,yco2P) - 0.69448] loglo(L~yco,~,

-4.2

X

(39)

10-8 q2 + 1.24 X 10q q+ 0.0361)

(40)

(41)

“=S*[YHR..2Z)(
~=

‘b@H20

+ Yco,

)

where J!’*is equal to T divided by 1,000; T is the fireball temperature

(42)
(K), Lb is the

mean beam length (cm), y is the mole fraction, and p is the fireball pressure (atm).
The data points chosen for the curve fits were selected to emphasize the high
temperatures expected in a fireball.
Equation (35) for fireball emissivity couples the aerosol physics governing
equations, which are used to determine the agglomerated particle concentrations,
to the fireball temperature and size equations, and to the structure and particle
heat transfer equations.
Both the fireball energy equation and the fireball rise velocity equation are
solved using a Runge-Kutta FehlbergT approach. An adaptive time step algorithm
is incorporated to ensure both equations are solved accurately. This algorithm uses
the difference between a fourth- and a fifth-order solution to control the truncation
error as the solutions are advanced in time. Thus different combustion scenarios
can be simulated without concern for time step selection.
It is necessary to define gas mixture properties for viscosity and conductivity in
terms of the fireball constituent properties. The mixing model of Wilke as modified
by Herning and Zipperer’ is used for this averaging process:
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(43)

where ~ is the dynamic

viscosity

(g/cm”s), NP is the number

of gaseous

product

species in the fireball at the current time, y~ is the mole fkaction for species k, and
W~ is the molecular

weight for species k. As suggested

equation is used for conductivity

in Reference

8, the same

with p replaced with k (W/cm”K).

The final equations presented here for fireball physics describe the calculation
of the turbulent dissipation term, which follows the work of Turner.g This term is
required in the aerosol physics solution of agglomeration
due to turbulent
diffusion. Although particle agglomeration due to Brownian motion is expected to
dominate, the enhancement of agglomeration due to turbulence within the fireball
ought not be neglected.
The local turbulent energy dissipation rate is approximated
kinematic viscosity and the square of the vorticity:

as the product

of

(44)

where

ET is the turbulent

energy

dissipation

rate

(cm2/s3), P is the dynamic

viscosity of the fireball gas mixture (g/cm+), p is the fireball density (g/cm3), and O
is the gas velocity vector (cm/s). The flow field within the fireball is assumed to be
approximated by a spherical vortex, for which the stream function is
Y=

where u is the vortex (fireball)
vortex, Ois the angle describing

urz sin2 8
4

[)

(45)

rv2

rise velocity, r is the radial position within the
the azimuthal position within the fireball, and rU

is the radius of the vortex. The radial
vector, v, and U. are given by

v, =

1 .—‘2

1

2Y?

r2sin6dO=2

and angular

ycos

l-f
0

components

rV2

of the velocity

(46)

and

(47)
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Now the vorticity can be evaluated as
~xZ=5ursin0
2r~
The turbulent

dissipation

rate, assuming isotropic turbulence,
&T=

25pu2@sin26
4p?f

(48)

can be expressed

as
(49)

Because the fireball is modeled as a single uniform control volume, the spatial
dependence of turbulent dissipation must be removed. A volumetrically-averaged
dissipation can be derived as

(50)

where
(51)

Now the average turbulent

dissipation

rate is

5u2p
ET= —7—
2rUp

(52)

where the radius of the vortex is taken as the radius of the fireball. This quantity
is evaluated based on the current state of the fireball and passed to the Maeros2
subroutine for calculation of agglomeration due to turbulent diffusion.
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Combustion Chemistry and Thermodynamics
The fireball is created as a result of uncontrolled combustion of the propellants
(fuel and oxidants) contained in the rocket. To determine the products of combustion and their relative amount, a calculation of the combustion
thermodynamics is required. The thermodynamic properties of the fireball are necessary
to determine the temperature and size of the fireball, and to assess the vaporization and agglomeration of the plutonium-bearing
particles.
Some of the current launch vehicles in use today include the Titan, Atlas,
Delta, Long March, and Ariane rockets. The propellant inventory of a Titan lV
rocket with a Centaur upper stage is provided in Table 2 for demonstrative
purposes. Fireballs occur when the fuel to be used for a mission are released and
come in contact with oxidants in an uncontrolled manner. Three liquid-propellant
fireball scenarios are considered for launch-abort analyses:
1. Groundlcore
propellants.

fireballs – those occurring on the ground involving

the “core” liquid

2. Air/core fireballs – those occurring in the air with the core propellant inventory
reduced by the amount of propellant required to reach a specified altitude.
3. Space vehicle fireballs – those that involve the liquid propellants
and any upper stage.

Table 2. Propellant
Rocket Stage
Titan IV Stage 1

Titan IV Stage 2

Centaur Upper Stage
Satellite (Final Stage)
“Unsymmetrical

of the satellite

Inventory for a Titan IV Rocket
Inventory
Fuel/Oxidant
Nitrous Oxide (N204)
Hydrazine (N2H4)
UDMH” (C2H8N2)
Nitrous Oxide (N204)
Hydrazine (N2H4)
DMH
(C2H8N2)
Liquid Oxygen (02)
Liquid Hydrogen (H2)
Nitrous Oxide (N204)
hfMHA (CH6N2)

Dimethyl Hydrazine,

1.086
0.836
0.446
0.2418
0.1984
0.1058
0.544
1.726
0.01974
0.0189

‘Monomethyl

The full core fireballs could be the result of ground
abort. The time it takes the liquid fuel to “find” the
relative location during impact. The Fireball code was
ber of fuel and oxidant mixes can be “sourced” into the
any specified combustion rate. Thus the effect of impact
dated by varying the timing in which the various fuels

(mol)
x 106
X 106
X 106
X 106
X 106
X 106
x 106
X 106
x 106
X 106

Hydrazine

impact following a launch
oxidizer depends on their
designed so that any numfireball at any time and at
geometry can be accommoand oxidants are added to
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the fireball. Such timing information
could come from experiments
or from
hydrodynamic simulations. The rate of combustion therefore is intended to capture
the bulk movement of fuel and oxidants as opposed to a kinetic-driven rate.
To simplify the combustion

thermodynamics,

1. All combustion product gases are considered
made to enthalpy for non-ideal behavior.

two assumptions
ideal

although

are made:
corrections

are

2. An equilibrium chemical solution describes the situation adequately, which is
probably reasonable for the high temperatures and reaction rates involved.
The CET89 computer code developed by NASA was modified for use in the
Fireball code to solve the chemical equilibrium problem. The code is based on the
minimization
of either Gibb’s Free Energy or Hehnholtz Free Energy as the
criterion for chemical equilibrium. The minimization of the Gibb’s Free Energy is
used in this application.
The Gibb’s free energy is a function of pressure, temperature, and chemical
composition. For a mixture of NP product species, the chemical contribution to the
Gibb’s free energy for the mixture is given by
(53)

where pj is the chemical
constant then

potential

for species j. If pressure

and temperature

are

(54)

The condition for equilibrium is the minimization of free energy and is applied to
this equation subject to mass balance and non-negativity
constraints. The cited
CET89 reference should be consulted for details of the minimization algorithm.
For use in the Fireball code package, the stand-alone version of CET89 was
converted to a callable subroutine. The CET code was selected because it is a wellrecognized and accepted code in the technical community. Most of the features in
CET not applicable to fireball simulations were removed. A separate free-format
input file contains the reactant data (such as reactant, enthalp y, and quantity) for
as many reactant mixes as desired. Reactant mixes can be specified to burn
concurrently or sequentially with other mixes. The combustion pressure for each
mix can also be specified. Remaining input data required for CET are passed from
the Fireball controlling subroutine based on the current state of the fireball.
Likewise, relevant CET output data is passed back to Fireball for calculation of
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fireball temperature, properties, and size. The extensive thermodynamic
sport libraries within CET are also incorporated into the Fireball code.

and tran-
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Aerosol Physics
Of principal interest for fieball
simulations is the behavior of plutoniumbearing particles. The discipline of aerosol physics deals primarily with the
agglomeration
of aerosol particles, of the same or different size, in a gaseous
suspension.
Generally, particles of diameter less than 0.01 cm (100 W) are
considered to behave as aerosols. Larger particles, referred to here as “rocks,” are
assumed to not agglomerate and are discussed in the Particle Heat Transfer
section. The objective here is to determine how the fireball environment modifies
the size distribution of plutonium-bearing
aerosol particles.
The 1995 version of Maeros2 was modified to perform the aerosol physics
calculations in the Fireball code. Maeros2 differs slightly born that described in
the Maeros users manual.3 The principal differences are the inclusion of a better
condensation model and improved data input/output procedures. The following
description is based largely on the commentary provided with the latest version of
Maeros2. Although many of the features in Maeros2 are not relevant to fireball
applications, their descriptions are included here for completeness. In addition to
the users manual, more details concerning Maeros2 can be found in the paper of
Gelbard and Seinfeld.10
The Maeros2 code calculates aerosol composition and mass concentration as a
function of particle size and time. The processes that are incorporated
are (1)
agglomeration
due to Brownian motion, gravity and turbulence;
(2) particle
deposition due to gravitational settling, diffusion, thermophoresis
and diffusiophoresis; (3) particle growth or shrinkage due to water vapor condensation
or
evaporation from the particle surface; and (4) time-varying sources of particles of
different sizes and chemical compositions. Maeros2 was originally developed to
address potential accidents in nuclear reactor operations
and thus includes
processes involving water. These processes are not involved in the fireball
simulations and are simply not used. Also, water vapor condensation is not considered in the Fireball code because of the high temperatures involved.
The numerical method in Maeros2 is based on the assumption that the aerosols
within a particular particle size section (bin) are homogeneous.
That is, any
subvolume of the fireball big enough to contain a representative
sample of the
aerosol will have aerosols distributed in exactly the same way as in any other
subvolume. Because typical aerosol concentrations
might be on the order of a
million particles per cubic centimeter, the fireball can be considered homogeneous
to a very fine level of spatial resolution.
With the homogeneous
aerosol
assumption,
the aerosol dynamic governing equation, which is the basis of
Maeros2 and most other aerosol physics codes, is
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(55)
S(u,t) —R(u,t)n(u,t)
—
v
v
where n(v, t) is the number concentration
p’mv-u]n(u,t)n(v

f?l(u,t)n(v,t) / v
au

of particles having volumes of v to u + dv,

– U,t)dU is the rate of formation

of particles

of volume v to

n(v,t)~ ~U,U]n(v,t)dU

is the rate of

0

v+

CJV by

agglomeration

of smaller particles,

0

agglomeration of particles of volume v to v + dv to form larger particles, ~U,v] is
the agglomeration “kernel” for particles of volume v with particles of volume U,
S(v,t) is the rate at which particles of volume v to v + dv are supplied (source
term), V is the fireball volume, R(v,t) n(v,t) is the rate of removal of particles from
the fireball by any of a variety of mechanisms (such as gravitational settling), and
a(v,t)n(v,t)
is the rate of growth by condensation of particles from the volume
au
interval of v to v + dv. The agglomeration kernels are complex functions of the
properties of both the particles and the encompassing gas (i.e., the fireball).
A second assumption made in the numerical approach in Maeros2 is that the
particle size domain can be divided into sections (bins). Conservation of mass for
the four processes given previously is then imposed for each chemical component.
Therefore, the aerosol mass concentrations are grouped into size sections for which
an average composition is determined. Aerosol particles in the Fireball code are
assumed to consist of one or more of five components: (1) plutonium dioxide debris
from the initial explosion, (2) condensed plutonium dioxide, (3) carbon (soot), (4)
aluminum oxide from vaporized structures, and (5) entrained dirt. Each size
section can have a different combination of the five components.
The code is restricted to agglomeration,
deposition and condensation mechanisms, which are independent of chemical composition and dependent on particle
mass. Only the source mechanisms may be both particle mass and composition
dependent. Intra-particle chemical reactions and condensation of more than one
component other than water vapor are not simulated. In the fireball code, water
vapor condensation is not a factor because of the high temperatures involved. The
condensation
of plutonium and aluminum vapor is determined in new models
within the Fireball code, outside the Maeros2 subroutine.
No assumptions are made regarding the distribution of chemical composition
for a given particle size. If within a particle size section there are three chemical
components a, b, and c, with mass concentrations of 10?’o, 409i0 and 50?40,respectively, this may be the result of virtually an infinite number of possible composition
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distributions. One often-used simplification is that all particles have the identical
composition of the particle size section, and thus each particle is composed 10VOof
a, 40’%0of b, and 50V0 of c. Another equally-possible situation is that 107o of all the
particles are composed purely of a, 40% of all the particles are composed purely of
b, and 50% of all the particles are composed purely of c. For determining g the evolution of mass concentration and composition in the Maeros2 code implementation,
no assumptions as to the distribution of chemical composition within a particle size
section are made. However, in the Fireball code implementation for agglomerated
particle heat transfer, the often-used simplification
that all particles in a size
section have identical composition is adopted.
The integrodifferential
general dynamic equation governing aerosol behavior is
of considerable complexity. The Maeros2 code was selected for its solution because
it is a well-recognized and accepted code in the aerosol physics community. Several
changes were made to Maeros2 for incorporation into the Fireball code package.
The stand-alone code was converted into a callable subroutine. Most features not
relevant to fireball applications were removed. All input data required for Maeros2
are passed from the Fireball controlling subroutine based on the current state of
the fireball. Likewise, all Maeros2 output data are passed back to Fireball for
calculations of heat transfer, vaporization, condensation, and fireball properties.
The dynamic volume term (the time-derivative
of fireball volume) was added.
Because Maeros2 was written for a fixed c~ntrol voluine, it was necessary to
include the appropriate volume time-derivative
term to account for the everchanging volume of the fireball.
Maeros2 only supports the specification
of a single component-averaged
particle density and not an average density for each size section. Therefore,
although an average density for each section is available from the particle heat
transfer model, only a global average is passed to Maeros2.
Preliminary
indications
are that this does not have a large impact on the agglomeration
results.
The largest consumer of execution time in the Fireball code is the generation of
section coefficients used in the aerosol physics solution. These section coefficients
are complex double integrals involving particle and fireball properties. To reduce
the execution time associated with these integrals, the section coefficients are not
evaluated every fireball time step. Instead they are evaluated based on userspecified time and temperature intervals.
The mass of particles in one size section can move into another size section due
to agglomeration,
and this movement is handled by Maeros2. However, particles
can also change size sections by the vaporization
and condensation
processes
occurring within the fireball. These size section changes are handled by the
algorithms for particle heat transfer and are discussed further in that section.
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Particle Heat Transfer
Of primary concern in launch-abort fireball simulations is the response of the
substoichiometric
plutonium
dioxide particles released during a hypothetical
accident. Particles of dirt, soot, and aluminum oxide may also be present and can
serve as condensation sites for plutonium vapor and as agglomeration sites. Two
size classes of particles are modeled: agglomerated aerosol particles and plutonium
“rock particles. For the analyses considered here, aerosol particles are considered
as those particles with volume-equivalent
sphere diameters less than 0.01 cm (100
~m). This cutoff diameter, however, is an input parameter in the Fireball code
package and can be modified if desired. Rock particles consist only of plutonium
and are assumed to not agglomerate. The heat transfer response of particles in
both size classes must be modeled to allow calculation of plutonium vaporization
and condensation.
Particle heat transfer for both size classes is modeled using a lumpedcapacitance approach in which spatial gradients are ignored. This approach is
justified because the resistance to heat transfer at the surface of the particles is
much greater than the internal conductive resistance, which can be demonstrated
using a Biot number analysis. The Biot number for a sphere is defied as

Bi = h,d,

(56)

6kP
where hP is the heat transfer coefficient

of the particle (W/cm2.K), dP is the particle

diameter (cm), and kPis the particle conductivity

(W/cm”K). A common engineering

practice is to treat particles with Biot numbers less than about 0.1 with a lumpedcapacitance model. In such cases, insignificant errors in the calculated temperature response are incurred. Table 3 shows the range of Biot numbers for several
different particle diameters.

Table 3. Biot Numbers for Selected Particle Diameters
Biot number
hP(W/cmz.K)
Diameter (pm)

rI
I
I

0.01
ioo
500
1000
5000

]
I
I
I

2500
0.65
0.25
0.23
0.06

I

I
I
I

0.021
0.055
0.042
0.077
0.367

I
I
I
I

The numbers in this table are based on a conductivity of 0.02 W/cm.K, which is
the conductivity of PU02 at about 2000 K. Also, the heat transfer coefficients
account for convective

and radiative

contributions.

The convective

contribution

is
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based on representative values of particle terminal velocity in the fireball and are
discussed later. For the Biot number analysis, the radiative contribution is based
on

h:= OS(T; + Z’2)(T~+ 2’)
where h: is an effective heat transfer coefficient
Stefan-Boltzmann

for radiation

(57)
(W/cm2.K), o is the

constant (5.67 x 10-12 J/s”cm2”Kd), s is the particle emissivity,

T~

is the fireball temperature (’K), and 2’ is the particle temperature (K). For the
approximate Biot number analysis presented here, an emissivity of 0.6, a fireball
temperature of 2500 K, and a particle temperature of 2000 K were selected. This
results in an effective heat transfer coefficient for radiation of 0.16 W/cmZ”K, which
is then added to the convective contribution.
This table shows that a lumped-capacitance
model is justified for all aerosol
particles and most rock particles. However, for the largest rock particle of diameter
equal to 5000 ~m, the assumption is questionable. The results from the lumpedcapacitance model for this large rock particle were compared to the results from a
one-dimensional
model for a typical fireball scenario. The calculated surface
temperature for the two models d.iHered by less than 4%, which is much less than
the error introduced by the heat transfer coefficient uncertainty. For errors less
than 10%, the lumped-capacitance
approach is reasonable for particles of up to
about 8500 vm.
A quasi-static model is adopted for the aerosol particles and a full transient
model is adopted for the rock particles. The models for both particle size classes
are discussed in the following subsections. It should be noted that the aerosol
particle heat transfer calculations are performed for each aerosol size section (bin)
consistent with the size sections used for aerosol physics. Recall that aerosol
particles change size sections due to agglomeration as determined in the aerosol
physics solution. Particles also change size sections due to vaporization
and
condensation of plutonium, and these size-section changes are handled by the heat
transfer algorithm within the fireball physics routine. Rock particles are also
divided into various size sections for heat transfer calculations. If rock particles in
any size section decrease in diameter sufficiently, the remaining mass in that
section is moved into the appropriate aerosol section.
Agglomerated

Aerosol Particles

Aerosol particles are those that are suspended in the fireball atmosphere and
are free to agglomerate with other aerosol particles. This agglomeration,
along
with plutonium vaporization from or condensation onto the particles, complicates
the heat transfer calculations. Fortunately, a quasi-static solution is applicable for
these small particles because they have effective thermal time constants on the
order of about ten milliseconds or less. (The 0.0 l-~m-diameter
particles have a
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time constant of about 20 vs.) Thus
with the fireball environment very
the time history of a particle and
due to vaporization, condensation,
almost intractable.

the aerosol particles reach thermal equilibrium
quickly. This dispenses with the need to track
its components as the particle changes in size
and agglomeration. Such a problem would be

A full transient governing equation is used as the starting point for the quasistatic model in order to properly introduce the mass loss term. Thus
PC

d(v’1’)
dt

= aq’”V + q“A –rn’’LVA

(58)

where p is the average particle density (g/cm3), c is the average particle specific
heat (J/gK), V is the particle volume (cm3), T is the particle temperature (K), t is
time (s), a is the plutonium volume fraction in the agglomerated particle, g’” is the
volumetric

heat generation

rate due to the decay of plutonium

(W/cm3), q“ is the

heat flux at the particle surface (W/cmZ), A is the effective particle surface area
(cmz) accounting for irregular shape effects via the dynamic shape factor ~), h“ is
the plutonium vaporization flux (g/cm2.s), and LUis the latent heat of vaporization
for plutonium (J/g). Both V and A can change with time. The vaporization
which is discussed in the Plutonium Vaporiz Wion Section, is defined as

~,,=~dm—— m
Adt=A

flux,

(59)

where h is the plutonium mass loss rate due to vaporization
(g/s). Note that
vaporization can occur from either the solid (sublimation) or liquid state.
Using the chain rule and after some rearrangement,
becomes

~

= ~

{[

aq’”+$

the governing

q“ -&iz’’(LU + CT)]
1

equation

(60)

This equation accounts for the energy required to overcome the latent heat of
vaporization and for the energy associated with plutonium mass loss (or gain). The
correction factor ~ has been introduced to account for whether the vaporization
rate is positive or negative (condensation). Condensation is assumed to occur over
the entire surface of the agglomerated particle and the correction factor is set to
one. However, vaporization occurs only from the fkaction of the surface occupied by
plutonium. For this case, the correction factor equals the plutonium surface area
fraction and is approximated by

~.a

(61)
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particle. This
where a is the plutonium volume fcaction in the agglomerated
approximation
of the area fraction is common in the porous media modeling
community. Because the plutonium can be dispersed anywhere within or on the
agglomerated particle, a more sophisticated approach would require knowledge of
the geometry of the agglomerated particle as it forms. Any model to determine the
geometry would be very complex and is not warranted for the simulations considered here.
For a quasi-static model, the temperature
and the governing equation is

time-derivative

term is set to zero

@,~++[qL@v@” +Cz’)]=o
The heat flux at the particle surface,

(62)

q“, consists of three terms: (1) convection

to the fireball environment,
(2) radiation to the ambient environment,
radiation to the fireball. In equation form, the three terms are
9“ = %(T, - q +q(q’
where

hC is the convective

heat transfer

-~’)

+ C=,(T:

coefficient

and (3)

(63)

-~’)

(W/cm2+),

Z’f is the fireball

temperature (K), 2’ is the particle temperature (K), o is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant (5.6 7 x 10-12 W/cm2”K4), s is an effective emissivity of the agglomerated
particle, r, is the transmissivity of the fireball (one minus the fireball emissitity),
T’. is the ambient temperature

outside the fireball

(K), and &tis the emissivity

of

the fireball.
The radiation flux model treats the fireball as a semitransparent
participating
medium between the particle and an ambient environment of infinite extent. The
fireball emissivity is continually changing with time as the chemical composition,
temperature, and particle content of the fireball change. Based on the fireball
emissivity, the particle can exchange energy with both the fireball and the
ambient environment.
Now the equation for heat flux is combined
equation and rearranged to yield

with the quasi-static

cmT3–~–rn’’c-hC=0
T

governing

(64)

where the variable a is given by

(

f f)

a = T~ hC+06c T3 + aq”p
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Equation (64) is solved for particle temperature, 7’, using Newton iteration.
However, expressions for c, LU, h=, ands are still required before this equation can
be solved. The specific heat for plutonium
and with temperature

(specifically

for PuOJ in units of J/gK

in K is given by
(66)

c = 0.5324 – 2.1461 X 10AZ’ + 7.4467 X 10-62’2 – 75.087/T
The latent heat of vaporization

for PuOZ in units of J/gK is given by

LU= 2486.4-

0.1262T

(67)

The heat transfer coefficient accounts for the motion of the particle through the
fireball (neglecting the local turbulent motion of the fireball gases and any initial
velocity that may be imparted to the particle by a launch-abort explosion) and is
provided by the following correlation:ll

1

1
where k~ is the fireball

forced

convection

~

free convection

thermal

conductivity

(W/cm”K),

1

d is the particle

volume-

equivalent sphere diameter (cm), and Re, Pr, and Ra are the Reynolds,
and Rayleigh numbers, respectively given by

Prandtl,

p,v,d
_—

~e _

(69)

Pf

(70)

and

Ra =

gcp;d3 T - T~

(71)

TfPf kf
where VPis the terminal velocity of the particle in the fireball environment

(cm/s),

g is the acceleration due to gravity (980 cm/sz), and all properties for the fireball
are evaluated at the bulk fireball temperature.
This heat transfer coefficient
correlation reflects heat transfer from diffusion, and forced and free convection.
The forced-convection
component of the correlation reflects the assumption that
gas viscosity is proportional to gas temperature raised to the 0.7 power. Although
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the convection terms are small for typical fireball simulations, they are included
for completeness. Because c, LU, and hCare all a function of particle temperature,
an iterative procedure is required for each. Successive substitution is used for this
iteration with the Newton iteration for the governing equation embedded within
the successive substitution iteration.
Before addressing the determination
of the agglomerated
particle average
emissivity, calculation of the particle terminal velocity is described. The terminal
velocity is used in the heat transfer coefficient correlation. This discussion is based
primarily on the text of Hinds.lQ The terminal velocity represents a balance
between gravity, buoyancy, and drag forces. The use of the terminal velocity
(thereby neglecting inertia) for aerosol particle heat transfer is reasonable because
the particles have very small mobility (inertial) relaxation times. A 100-~mdiameter particle in air at standard conditions reaches its terminal velocity in less
than 0.1 s while a 10-pm-diameter particle requires less than 1 ms. These times
decrease significantly as temperature increases. Another justification for using the
terminal velocity is that particle heat transfer is dominated by radiation and is
therefore relatively insensitive to the convection coefficient.
For the Stokes flow regime (Re < 1), the terminal velocity is

~
P

—
_ (~-dd’gs
WJfx

(72)

where p is the average particle density (g/ems), g is the acceleration due to gravity
(980 cm/sQ), S is the slip correction factor, which accounts for the fact that for very
small particles, the mean free path of the gas molecules is not negligible, and z is
the dynamic shape factor. The slip correction factor is determined usinglQ

S=1+$

-o.5i5d
~

2.514 +0.8exp
[

[

where 1 is the mean free path of gas molecules
by

)1

in the fireball

~ = 2.7305X 10-10

(73)

(cm) approximated

(74)

c
where ~ is the particle concentration in the fireball (cm-3). For particles not in the
Stokes flow re~me, the terminal velocity is given by ‘
‘

[1

4(p - pf)dg

Vp =

3cD~fX
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where CD is the drag coefficient
curve fit of experimental

for flow around a sphere given by the following

data for 1< Re <3.38

CD = 0.269159-

x 105:
(76)

1.113x 106 Re+9.908 x 10A@+=+~
&

For Re > 3.38 x 105, the drag coefficient is set equal to 0.1. Because of the
dependence of drag coefficient on the Reynolds number, a successive substitution
iterative procedure is used to solve for terminal velocity.
Returning to the calculation of an average particle emissivity for agglomerated
particles, the volume fractions of each of the five particle components (original
PU02, condensed PuOZ, soot, AlzO~, and dirt) are determined using

(77)

where the k subscript

indicates

the particle component,

and N= is the number

of

particle components (five in this implementation).
The average particle emissitity
is assumed to be a volume average of the component emissivities. Thus

It can be argued that because emissivity is a surface property, a surface area
average should be used instead. However, this is not necessarily
any better
because any component can be positioned anywhere within the particle.
An average particle
velocity and is given as

density

is also required

in the calculation

of terminal

(79)

The properties, along with particle size, are updated every time step based on
the current temperature.
The vaporization
and condensation
rates also are
updated every time step. The models for these processes are described in the
Plutonium Vaporization and Condensation Sections.
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Plutonium

Rock Particles

Rock particles consist only of plutonium and are assumed to not agglomerate.
Because of their larger size (and hence greater heat capacity) compared to aerosol
particles, a quasi-static solution is @ appropriate and the full transient governing
heat transfer equation must be solved.
The same governing equation presented in the Agglomerated Aerosol Particle
Subsection Equation
(60)] is used as a starting point and is repeated here for
convenience:

dT
—=

1
—

q’”+$
pc {[

dt

q“ – ti’’(Lv + cT)]

1

(80)

Note that the volume fkaction correction terms are not needed now because the
rock particles consist only of plutonium. The same expressions for the q“ terms
used for aerosol particles are also used for rock particles Equation

(63)].

A fully-implicit solution of the governing equation is implemented to avoid any
numerical problems associated with time step size. Using a finite-difference
form
of the time-derivative term, the transient governing equation becomes
T.+,

,+

At A Ciz’’+hc +(% +a,)T3]

=

---T

{[

1

(81)

T.+~A
q’” ~ – rn”LU+ hCT~+ a1T~4
+ azT~
/Xv {

1

where the n+ 1 and n superscripts

indicate new and old time steps, respectively,

is the current time step size (s), and ~
(K), which is determined by

is an extrapolated

particle

At .3T n
~= Tn+—/—
2 {At

)

where the n superscript

At

temperature

(82)

again refers to the old time step.

This extrapolated-temperature
procedure is used to address the problem
introduced by the nonlinear radiative term. Thus the formulation is not strictly
fully implicit. However, this procedure works quite well and avoids the necessity of
iterating each time step. The vaporization fluxes, and the particle surface area and
volume are updated each time step.
The transient

heat transfer

event of a very hot fireball.
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model also accommodates

melting

of PuOZ in the

To account for the latent heat of fusion,

the specific
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heat is appropriately

modified

in a narrow temperature

melting temperature.
Appropriate
skipping over this interval.

logic

is included

interval

about the PU02

in the model

to prevent

As with the aerosol particles, the terminal velocity is used in the determination
of the heat transfer coefficient. For the larger rock particles, this may not be valid
because of the longer time required to reach the terminal velocity, compared to
aerosol particles. Also, the initial velocity, position, and direction of the rock
particles (following the blast phase) is uncertain, as is the local velocity of the
fireball gases in the rising vortex. Therefore, it does not seem worthwhile to
calculate the ballistic trajectories
of the rock particles through the fireball.
Instead, a user-specified
residence time is provided as a parametric variable
available to the user. Aualyses have shown that much of the particle heat transfer
is due to radiation and that temperature results are not sensitive to the value of
the heat transfer coefficient, which is not a strong function of velocity. Also, the
larger rock particles heat very slowly and contribute very little to the plutonium
vapor in the fireball. Use of the terminal velocity and an infinite residence time
has negligible effect on the predicted quantity of vapor produced.
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Plutonium Vaporization and Condensation
The hypothetical launch accident envisages the fiagrnentation
of plutonium
dioxide pellets in the General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) and the dispersal of
these fragments into the fireball atmosphere. The fragments will be suddenly
exposed to a very high-temperature,
chemically-reactive
environment.
In this
environment it is possible for the plutonium dioxide to vaporize. The plutonium
vapor will subsequently
nucleate to form very fine aerosol particles or will
condense and contaminate other aerosol particles in the fireball. Both the fine
plutonium-rich
particles nucleated from the vapor and the coarser particles
contaminated with plutonium by condensation will have to be considered in the
analyses of the consequences of a hypothetical launch accident. In this section, the
extent of plutonium dioxide vaporization in a fireball is discussed.
A brief opportunity for the vaporization of plutonium dioxide arises when the
particle temperature is high enough to create a thermodynamic
driving force for
substantial vaporization.
The first step in the estimation of plutonium dioxide
vaporization is the evaluation of this thermodynamic driving force. Z%e discussion

of plutonium dioxide vaporization presented here emphasizes that the thermodynamic driving force is a function of both the temperature and the chemical
composition of the fireball gases.
The second step in the analysis of plutonium
dioxide vaporization
is the
evaluation of the vaporization kinetics in response to the thermodynamic
driving
force. Here, arguments are made that the rate of plutonium dioxide vaporization
depends on the plutonium dioxide fragment size, heat transport to the fragment,
and mass transport away from the fragment.

Thermodynamics

of PuOZ

Plutonium dioxide is not a stoichiometric
compound. It is most accurately
designated as Pu02.f, where x’ assumes temperature-dependent
values as large as
about 0.35. The stoichiometry of plutonium dioxide in the GPHS is adjusted to
minimize oxygen loss at the normal operating temperature.
The fragments of
plutonium dioxide dispersed into the fireball during an accident can be expected to
have initial compositions ranging from PuOl~G to PuOl,~~.
In the fireball, the plutonium dioxide fragments will encounter an environment
that is much hotter than the normal operating environment within the GPHS. The
fireball atmosphere will also be chemically reactive. It would be expected, then,
that the stoichiometry of plutonium dioxide will change in this environment. Thus
Puo2_* e

Puo2_* +

(x - x’) o
22
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That is, the plutonium dioxide loses oxygen to the fireball atmosphere and this
oxygen loss reduces the chemical potential of oxygen in the plutonium dioxide.
This transformation of plutonium dioxide will proceed to larger values of x until
the ambient chemical potential of oxygen is equal to the chemical potential of
oxygen in the nonstoichiometric
plutonium dioxide. The changes in the stoichiometry of the plutonium dioxide can be expected to affect the vapor pressure which
is the thermodynamic driving force for vaporization.
The chemical potential of oxygen in the fireball atmosphere is determined by
the details of the combustion process and the extent to which air is entrained as
the fireball rises. The chemical potential of oxygen can be defined as
P(02) =

AG(02)= RTkP(O,)

where P(OJ is the oxygen chemical

potential,

A~(Oz ) is the partial

energy of oxygen, R is the gas constant, 2’ is the absolute temperature,

(84)
Gibb’s freeand P(OJ is

the partial pressure of oxygen in the fireball atmosphere. This definition of the
chemical potential of oxygen assumes that oxygen in the fireball behaves like an
ideal gas. Such an assumption is expected to be adequate for the purposes of this
work.
To evaluate the stoichiometry of the plutonium dioxide in equilibrium with the
fireball oxygen potential, the suggestion by Greenls has been adopted and a model
similar to that devised by Blackburn14 for nonstoichiometric
uranium dioxide has
been devised. Substoichiometric plutonium dioxide is hypothesized to be composed
of PuG+,PU4+,PUS+,Puz+and 02- ions. From consideration of the mass balance among
plutonium ions, charge balance among ions, and vapor pressure data for substoichiometric plutonium dioxide:

p((),)’”

=

(2 - X)3’2[0.5K4 + K,(2 - xy’2 /P(02)’”]
P(0,)l’2 K3 + x(2 - X)Q

(85)

where
~ = ~+ K3~(02)”2
2-x

+ K4 (2 - X)l’2 + K,(2 - X)
P(02)1’4
P(02)1’2

ln(K3) = -11.26-

2037/2’

(86)

(87)

ln(K4) = 5.2- 25400/T

(88)

ln(K,)

(89)

= 15.9-71700/2’
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where P(OJ is the partial pressure

of 02 (atm), and 2’ is the particle surface tem-

perature in units of K for these expressions.
Vaporization of plutonium dioxide is complicated by the existence of multiple
plutonium-bearing
species. Widely recognized are gaseous PuOZ, PuO, and Pu. It
has been common to assume that the vaporization of plutonium occurs at the
“congruently-vaporizing”
composition.15’lG That is, the vapor composition
with
respect to plutonium and oxygen is the same as the composition of the vaporizing
solid. Then, the vapor pressure is just a function of temperature:
log10 ~ = 7.5- 29260/2’
where P$ is the total partial pressure

(90)

of plutonium-bearing

species in the fireball

atmosphere (atm). This approach is the basis for previous fireball modeling
The congruently-vaporizing
assumption is II@ made in the Fireball code.

efforts.

The assumption of congruent vaporization is neither realistic nor necessarily
conservative for the conditions of a fireball. These conditions are such that the
nonstoichiometry
of the plutonium
dioxide can be well below the congruent
vaporization composition. A more realistic estimate of the vapor pressure, which is
the thermodynamic
driving force for vaporization, explicitly recognizes the effects
of both temperature and the ambient chemical potential of oxygen:
PuO,_X(solid) + ~0,

PuO,_x(solid)

e PuO,(gas)

G PuO(gas) +

PuOz_=(solid) e Pu(gas) +

2PuOz_x(solid)

(91)

(l-x).

(92)

22

(2-X)0
z

~

(93)

0 Puz(gas) + (2 - x)OQ

Thus the low oxygen partial pressures expected in a fireball promote vaporization of plutonium dioxide as gaseous PuO and Pu. Vapor pressures can then be
higher than what would be predicted by simply considering the temperaturedependent congruent vaporization pressure. [The reaction presented in Equation
(94) is not considered in the Fireball model because the concentration of PU2 over
any oxide is assumed to be minuscule.]
As implemented
in the Fireball code,
plutonium dioxide vapor pressure are
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1. Determine the particle surface temperature, 2’, from the particle heat transfer
equations. Determine the oxygen (Oh partial pressure horn the fireball physics
and combustion

chemistry equations. Note that these quantities vary with time.

2. Assuming the stoichiometry of the surfaces of plutonium fragments instantly
adjusts to be in equilibrium with the fireball atmosphere, calculate x in PuOz.r
using Newton iteration via

[exp(cl + cz /Z’)]V2(2– x)(1 - 2x)2

x=

(95)

4P(02)W
[

where c1 equals 20.8, and Czequals –10 1,600.
3. Calculate the partial pressures of PuOZ, PuO, and Pu from
P(PuO,)

= P(0,)”2

exp[-AG(Pu02)

P(PuO) = P(02)(X-1)’2 exp[-AG(PuO)
mu)

= P(o’)(’-’)”

exp[-AG(Pu)

/ RZ’]

(96)

/ RZ’]

(97)

/ RT]

(98)

where
AG(PuO,)

= G(Pu02) - ~G(02)

AG(PuO) = G(PuO) + (1 -‘)
2
AG(Pu) = G(Pu) + (2 -‘)
2

- G(F’u02.X)

G(02) - G(Pu02-.)

G(O,) - G(I%@2-x)

(99)

(loo)

(101)

and
G(Pu02_=) = G(Pu02)(solicZ)

- ~G(02)

- :[X(C1

+ c, / T) - 21]

I =(1 - 2x)ln(l - 2x)+ 2x(2x) +(2 - x)ln(2 - x)+x -1.3268335
G(Y) = h,(Y)

- Tt(’+’)

(102)

(103)
(104)
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f(Y)

= ~ai(Y)[Z’*]’-l

+a,(Y)lnZ’*

+a,(Y)/7’*

+

a7(Y)T*ln T*

(105)

i=l

where Y represents
the enthalpy

solid and liquid PU02, or gaseous PuOZ, PuO, and Pu, h~ is

of formation

(J/mol), f is the free energy of formation

(J/mol”K), ai

are the free-energy-of-formation coefficients, and T* is T divided by 10,000.
4. Sum the
plutonium

partial pressures of plutonium-bearing
species to get the
vapor pressure, P, (also known as the equilibrium pressure):

P,= P(PUOJ + P(PUO) + P&u)

total

(106)

There are unresolved

issues that could affect the predictions of the vapor
pressure of plutonium dioxide. The first of these is that the fireball atmosphere
may react with the surfaces of plutonium dioxide fragments to form chemical
species other than the hypo-stoichiometric
oxide. Nitrogen partial pressures in the
fireball atmosphere may be high enough to form plutonium nitride (PuN) on the
fragment surfaces. Similarly, the chemical potentials of carbon in the fireball
atmosphere may be high enough in oxidant-poor fireballs to cause the formation of
carbides or oxycarbides (PuOC). Formation of nitrides or carbides on the fragment
surfaces would, undoubtedly,
affect the vapor pressure and the thermodynamic
driving force for plutonium vaporization. These surface species could suppress the
vapor pressure from values calculated by the method described here. Though the
effects of carbide and nitride formation have not been investigated in detail, it
appears the suppression will not be to values lower than those calculated assuming congruent vaporization.
The second issue that could affect the prediction of plutonium dioxide vapor
pressures is the possible neglect of important vapor species. Additional vapor
species will, of course, enhance the vapor pressure of plutonium dioxide and the
driving force for vaporization. The vapor species PuN is known. 17It is, however,
not especially stable and probably will not greatly enhance the apparent vapor
pressure of plutonium dioxide in a fireball. Of more concern is the possibility that
water vapor in the fireball could lead to the formation of vapor phase oxyhydroxide
species. Krikorianls
has estimated the thermodynamic
properties
of several
possible oxyhydroxide
species including
PuOH, PuO(OH), PuOZ(OH), PU(OH)2,
PuO(OH)2, PuOZ(OH)2, Pu(OH)~, and PuO(OH)~. He argues that these species could
enhance the high-temperature
vapor pressure of plutonium
dioxide. Recent
experimental
evidence suggests that, indeed, the vapor pressure of plutonium
dioxide is increased when water vapor is present in the ambient atmosphere. The
enhancement
is not as great as would be derived horn the estimated thermodynamic properties of the various oxyhydroxide species considered by Krikorian.
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Kinetics of PUOZVaporization

Vaporization of plutonium dioxide from fragments dispersed in the fireball
requires that there be some mass transport of vapor from the fragment surface.
This mass transport comes about because of vapor diffusion enhanced by the
relative motions of fragments and the fireball gases. Fragment sizes produced by
the impact of a GPHS in a hypothetical accident are expected to vary over a very
broad range.lg The convective enhancement of difhsion can then be brought on by
the ballistic motions of very large fragments falling through the fireball or the
natural convection of gas around small fragments suspended in the fireball gas.
Vaporization is an endothermic process. For example, the vaporization

of PuOZ

requires 2234 J/g at 2000 K. Consequently, sustained vaporization requires that
there be heat transport to the fragment. Even with this heat transfer to the
fragment, there will always be a temperature difference between the fragment and
the surrounding gas due to vaporization. This temperature difference can affect
the diffusive mass transport from the fragment surface.
Either mass transport of vapor or heat transport to the fragment can limit the
extent of vaporization from plutonium-dioxide
fkagments dispersed in the fireball.
In this section, the estimation of the rate of plutonium dioxide vaporization from
fragments is discussed. It is assumed for the purposes of estimatig
the vaporization rate that the fragments van be considered spheres and that a quasi-steady
vaporization rate instantly develops when the fkagments are dispersed in the
fireball.
The formation of vapor at the surface of the fragment is assumed to be
controlled by surface processes approximated by Hertz-Knudsen vaporization (the
vaporization in a vacuum) to an interracial boundary a vanishingly-small
distance
from the geometrical surface of the fkagment. Vapor diffuses from this interface
across a boundary layer that is of thickness 6 and into the bulk fireball
atmosphere. With the quasi-static assumption, the vapor flux from the surface due
to Hertz-Knudsen vaporization is equal to the vapor flux away from the fragment
by convection-enhanced
diffusion. A serial resistance to vaporization
is thus
hypothesized to exist. Inclusion of the Hertz-Knudsen
resistance assures that at
the very high temperatures possible in fireballs, physically unrealistic vaporization rates will not be calculated.
The Hertz-Knudsen

(HK) vaporization

flux rate is given by ZO’Z1

1 dn
——
*(E
A dt ff~ = ‘;K =

- p,)f(~)

(107)

where A is the fragment surface area, n is the quantity of plutonium vaporized,
ti~K is the molar vaporization flux (mol/cmz.s), W is the molecular weight of the
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vaporizing species (g/mol), T is the absolute temperature of the fragment surface
and
(K), P, is the total plutonium vapor pressure at the surface temperature
surface composition

in equilibrium

with the fireball

total plutonium partial pressure at an interracial
distance from the particle surface (atm), and

f(a) = 8a(a + l)l(5a2 -4a+
where a is the condensation

(atm), Pz is the

atmosphere
plane

a vanishingly-small

(108)

8)

coefficient (assumed to equal unity).

The vapor diffuses horn the interracial plane
thickness of this boundary layer is found from

across a boundary

layer. The

8=lllk.

(109)

where d is the boundary layer thickness (cm), D is the diffusion coefficient of the
vapor in the fireball gas (cm*/s), and k. is the mass transport coefficient (cm/s).
The mass transport
heat and mass transfer:

coefficient

is found from the following

pf c, D

k~=~
Pf Cf
where h, is the heat transfer coefficient

[)

analogy

between

2/3

(110)

k~

as described in the Particle Heat Transfer

Section, p,, c~,and k~are the density, specific heat, and conductivity

of the fireball,

respectively,

PU02.X at the

and D is the diffusion

coefficient

of the vaporizing

fireball temperature.
The particle surface
There is, consequently,
describe the diffusion in
Kumala and Vesalazz are
The variation

is necessarily at lower temperature than the bulk gas.
a temperature gradient across the boundary layer. To
this thermal gradient, the approximations
developed by
adopted and thermal diffusion is neglected.

in temperature

with radial distance horn the fragment

is taken

as
ATd

T(r)= Tf+m

-

ATd(d + 26)
4r6

(111)

where zlT is temperature difference between the fireball and the particle surface
(T~ - n, d is the particle diameter, and r is the radial position in the boundary
layer.
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Similarly, the radial variation in the mole fkaction of plutonium

vapor is taken

as
Ayd + Ayd(d + 23)

Y(r) = Yf - 23

(112)

4rc$

where Ay is the mole fraction d.iHerence between the particle surface and the
fireball (y - yf ). Now, the convection-enhanced
d.ifhive
flux from the interracial
plane to the bulk fireball is given by
1 dn = fi:t=
.—
2R’3,2 (?’2 +T’’’)(d
A dt ~
f
where n; is the convection-enhanced
the partial pressure
conditions

of plutonium

‘2@[P,
ds

molar vaporization

-Pb]

(113)

flux (mol/cm2”s), and pb is

vapor in the bulk fireball (atm). At steady-state

fi;?l= fi:= ~tt

(114)

The governing equation for the plutonium vaporization model in the Fireball
code is obtained by adding the Hertz-Knudsen and convection-enhanced
fluxes and
rearranging to yield:

m

&T;/2

‘“

{

(D+k~d/2)(T;12+ T1/2)+ 44.84~(a)

}

= E - ‘p

(115)

where y is the mole fraction of plutonium vapor in the fireball, and p is the fireball
pressure, which is assumed equal to the ambient atmospheric pressure (atm). The
molar vaporization flux is related to the mass vaporization flux, which is used in
the particle heat transfer calculations, by
m“ = Wpuo,n“

(116)

is the molecular weight of PU02 (g/mol).
where WPU02
The diffusion coefficient of the vaporizing species at the fireball temperature
assumed to vary with temperature according to
B = Dmf (T,/ TJ3’2

is

(117)

where D is the diffusion coefficient (cmZ/s), the subscript ref refers to the reference
temperature of 300 K, and Tf is the fireball temperature (K).
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“

To determine the reference value of the diffusion coefficient as a function of the
current fireball composition, a conventional Wi.lke-Lees estimate of the binary
diffusion coefficient at the reference temperature is adopted. Thus

Dm =

(3.03 – 0.98/

W~

)T;~

(118)

L0132x103pW~cr~f2

where p is the fireball pressure

(atm), WAis the molecular

the plutonium

WB is the molecular

fireball

vapor)

combustion

(g/mol),

weight of species A (i.e.

weight

of species

gases) (g/mol), and Wm is the binary molecular

B (i.e. all

weight given

by

2

Wm=

(119)

llwA+llwB

and Om is the binary collision cross section given by
(120)

where ~A is the coWsion

cross Sectim

section of species B (Angstroms).
* . L06036 +
● 0.1561

(T)

of species A, and ~B is the co~sion

cross

Also, Q is the collision integral given by

0.1930

103587

exp(O.47635T*) + exp(l.52996T*)

176474

(121)

+ exp(3.8941 lT*)

where T* is given by
T*=~=

T
r

where ~ is the energy parameter

(122)

&A &B
——

‘AB

kk

(K).

In the gas mixture of the fireball, the diffusion coefficient
species is found from the binary diffusion coefficients using

of the plutonium

(123)
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where y is the PuOZ.Xmole fraction in the fireball, NP is the number of gaseous product species, yi is the mole fraction for species i, and Bi represents

the i’h product

species in the fireball.

Homogeneous

Condensation

Both heterogeneous
and homogeneous
condensation
are modeled in the
Fireball code. The model for heterogeneous
condensation
uses the same rate
expression developed for plutonium dioxide vaporization.
Condensation
does, of
course, release heat at the particle surface so that the surface becomes hotter than
the ambient gas. When the partial pressure of the vapor species is greater than the
surrounding equilibrium partial pressure of the vapor species evaluated at the
surface temperature,
the rate expression describes condensation
rather than
vaporization. Thus Equation (11 5) is used to predict heterogeneous condensation
when the driving potential is negative. Condensation is assumed to occur over the
entire surface of the agglomerated particle whereas vaporization occurs only from
the area occupied by plutonium.
The homogeneous-condensation
model is based on the supersaturation ratio, s.
This is the ratio of the actual plutonium partial pressure to the equilibrium partial
pressure at the fireball temperature. Thus
(124)

where y is the mole fraction of plutonium

vapor in the fireball at the current time,
plutonium vapor pressure

p is the fireball pressure (atm), and Pt is the equilibrium
evaluated

at the current fireball temperature

(atm).

When the supersaturation
ratio exceeds a user-specified
critical supersaturation ratio, the plutonium vapor mass is reduced by the amount required to restore
the supersaturation
ratio to the critical value. This mass is assumed to condense
homogeneously,
with rate considerations
ignored. An alternate approach is to
restore the ratio to unity. Because the equilibrium
vapor pressure
drops
precipitously at the end of the combustion stage, both approaches yield results that
are essentially indistinguishable.
The first approach is implemented in Fireball
because it introduces somewhat less of a discontinuity into the code numerics.
These approaches are consistent with the approach taken in reactor safety codes
such as VICTORIAZ3 and CONTAIN.Z4 Experience with these codes indicates that
more sophisticated models are not warranted.
The size of the homogeneously-condensed

plutonium

particles is given by
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d*=4ap”02

w

‘“0’

pRTlns

(125)

particle diameter for homogeneous condensation
where d* is the minimum-stable
(cm), o and W are the surface tension (J/cm’) and molecular weight (g/mol),
respectively,
of PU02, P is the PuOZ density (g/cmS), R is the gas constant (8.314
.
J/mol”K), and T is the fireball temperature (Q. The condensed plutonium mass is
then placed in the appropriate size section based on this diameter.
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Aluminum Structure Response
Rockets consist mainly of aluminum alloy structures which have the potential
of being vaporized by a fireball. The combustion of the vaporized aluminum would
(AlzOJ particles. These particles
then lead to the formation of aluminum-oxide

would provide additional agglomeration and condensation sites in the fireball. It is
therefore desirable to have models of aluminum heat transfer, vaporization, and
combustion

in the Fireball code package.

model is
As with the particle heat transfer models, a lumped-capacitance
adequate to capture the transient temperature response of the aluminum-alloy
structures. This is indicated by a Biot number analysis where, for thin-walled
hollow cylinders and for flat plates, the Biot number @i) is given as
Bi

_

h888
2k8

(126)

where h. is the heat transfer coefficient for the structure (W/cmz.K), t$=is the struc(cm), and k. is the structure

ture wall thickness

thermal

conductivity

(W/cm”K).

The xesq.lts of the Biot number analysis are provided in the following table for each
of the structures in a Titan IV rocket with a Centaur upper stage. This rocket
configuration was selected for example purposes only.
Table

for Titan IV Structures
Thickness (cm)
Biot number

4. Biot Numbers

Structure
Centaur Attachment
Payload Fairing
Space Vehicle
Stage 1
Stage 2

1.6765
0.5715
0.9871
0.8439
1.4027

0.048
0.016
0.028
0.024
0.040

These results are based on a conductivity of 1.8 W/cm.K and on a heat transfer
coefficient of 0.1032 W/cm2.K. The heat transfer coefficient consists of a convective
component (0.02 W/cmz.K) and a radiative component
(0.0832 W/cmZ.K). The
radiative component is based on an emissitity of 0.6, a structure temperature of
933 K, and a fireball temperature of 2500 K. A Biot number less than about 0.1 is
generally accepted as the cutoff for neglecting spatial gradients. The low Biot
numbers for all structures is a result of the high conductivity of aluminum alloys.
If the temperature of an aluminum-alloy structure is sufficiently high (greater
than about 1300 K), aluminum vaporization from the surface into the fireball will
occur with subsequent combustion of the vapor to form aluminum oxide particles.
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and combustion
models for aluminum-alloy
The heat transfer, vaporization,
structures in the fireball are described in the following subsections.

Structure Heat Transfer
The heat transfer model for aluminum-alloy
structures is similar to that for
rock particles and begins with the following governing equation:
(127)

where p. is the structure

density (g/cm3), c. is the structure specific heat (J/gK),

is the structure volume (cm3), Z’sis the structure temperature
is the heat flux at the structure

surface

structure exposed to the fireball (cmQ), tif
and CUis the latent heat of vaporization
rearranged

V.

(K), t is time (s), q:

(W/cm2), As is the surface
is the mass vaporization

area of the
flux (g/cmz+),

(J/g). This equation is then expanded

and

to yield:
(128)

where m. is the mass of the aluminum-alloy

structure

(g), which can vary with

time depending on the vaporization rate. The structure surface area represents the
area exposed to the ilreba.11. Thus both the inside and outside surfaces of a
structure can be included if it is assumed that the structure fragments during the
hypothetical explosion. Although the structure may melt, the very high surface
tension of aluminum should prevent the melt from being entrained into the
fireball or from dripping from the surface during the short duration of the fireball.
Thus, the surface area is assumed to remain constant throughout the transient.
Heat transfer to structures occurs only during the combustion stage, which is the
period before the fireball lifts from the ground. For those fireballs occurring in the
air, a residence time for structures can be specified, which then determines the
time period for structure heat transfer.
Properties for 7075-T6 aluminum
alloy (a common alloy used
structures) are used for all structures, with the specific heat given by
C8= 0.39 + ().()14 p.6076
8
The heat flux boundary

in

rocket

(129)

condition is given by
(130)
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where h, is the convection
temperature
constant

(K), 7’. is the structure

(5.67

transmissivity
temperature

heat transfer

coefficient

temperature

(W/cm%),

(K), a is the Stefan-Boltzmann

x 10-12 W/cm2”K4), s is the emissivity

of the surface,

of the fireball (one minus the fireball emissivity),
outside the fieball

Tf is the fireball

(K), and &~is the emissitity

q- is the

T= is the ambient
of the fireball.

radiation flux model treats the fireball as a semitransparent participating
between the structure and an ambient environment of infinite extent.

The

medium

In addition to convection, this heat flux consists of radiative contributions
between the surface and the ilreball and between the surface and the ambient air
outside the fireball. Presently, the convection heat transfer coefficient is a userspecified parameter as opposed to being calculated by the code. Introduction of this
parameter
avoids the difficulty associated with determinin g the appropriate
velocity to use for a structure fragment careening through a turbulent fireball. The
uncertainty associated with this difficulty can best be investigated parametrically.
The latent heat of fusion effects associated
modifying the specific heat according to

with melting are accommodated

by

(131)

where @gis the modified

specific heat (J/gK),

T1i~and T.Ol are the Iiquidus
respectively,

and solidus

Cf is the latent heat of fusion (J/g),

temperatures

(K) of aluminum

alloy,

given by

and
(133)
where

T~,ii is the melt temperature

of the alloy (933 K). The augmented

specific

heat is used only when the structure temperature is between the Iiquidus and
solidus temperatures. Logic is included to preclude skipping over this arbitrarilyselected phase-change zone.
An explicit time-integration scheme is used to solve the transient heat transfer
equation for each structure, with the time step determined by the fireball energy
and rise velocity equations. The very small time step dictated by the fieball
energy equation ensures that the explicit integration approach is sufficient for
these large heat capacity structures. However, if a structure vaporizes significantly, the explicit approach may cause numerical problems. Currently this is
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avoided by terminating the structure heat transfer solution when the mass falls
below an arbitrarily-selected
cutoff. The small remaining mass is then simply
added to the aluminum vapor inventory.
The exposed surface area and the mass of all the aluminum-alloy
structures
are provided in the following table for a Titan IV rocket/Centaur
upper stage
configuration. The surface area represents both inside and outside surfaces.

Table 5. Titan IV Alurninurn-Allo y Structures
Area (cm~)
Structure
Mass (g)

Aluminum

Centaur Attachment

3.3626

Payload Fairing
Space Vehicle
Stage 1
Stage 2

5.6685
9.6961
5.0347
1.6266

105
X 106
X 105
x 106
X 106
X

7.8926
4.5360
1.3399
5.9481
3.1943

X
X
x
X
x

105
106
106
106
106

Vaporization

The thermodynamic
driving force for aluminum vaporization is the difference
between the aluminum vapor pressure, evaluated at the surface temperature, and
the aluminum partial I -essure in the fireball (which is essentially zero). The
equilibrium vapor pressure for pure aluminum is determined by a curve fit of the
appropriate JANAF table.zs Thus
log10 P~l = 7.9462378- 1.03948X 10”3T’e+ 1.52468 X 10-7T~2-17:89
@
where P~l is the equilibrium
aluminum-structure
Aluminum
oxygen-bearing

vapor pressure

surface temperature

of aluminum

(atm),

(134)

and !Z’~is the

(K).

vapor is quite reactive and can extract oxygen from any of the
fireball gases, including HZO, CO, and COZ. This extreme reac-

tivity of aluminum vapor affects the mass transport away from the structure by
greatly increasing the concentration gradient adjacent to the vaporizing surface.
The increased
concentration
gradient, which is the driving force for mass
transport, accentuates aluminum vaporization. Within the metallurgical field this
is known as “fog-line” formation.zG It can increase the vaporization
rate to the
physical maximum of free molecular vaporization.
To estimate the rate of vaporization
of aluminum from structures, it is
assumed that the flow of fireball gases over the structures gives rise to a boundary
layer of thickness d Oxygen diffuses flom the fireball across this boundary layer
toward the aluminum surface while aluminum vapor from the surface diffuses
toward the fireball. As the diffusing species encounter each other they can react.
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It is assumed that a quasi-steady vaporization rate is established instantaneously at the current structure temperature and that the structure surface is a flat
plate. The flux of aluminum vapor across the boundary layer is
(135)
where

n:l

concentration

is the molar

flux

of fireball

of aluminum

gases

(moUcms),

vapor

(mol/cmz”s),

Dw is the

Cg is the molar

difhsion

coefficient

aluminum vapor in the fireball (cm2/s), yw is the mole fraction of aluminum
surface (equal to ~A~/P), p is the fireball pressure
position coordinate

(atm), x is the boundary

of

at the
layer

normal to the surface (cm), and ri; is the molar flux of oxygen

(mol/cmz.s). Similarly, the oxidant mass flux is
%
n; = –cg Do —+yo(ri:l
8X

where Do is the diffusion coefficient

+%)

(136)

of oxidant (oxygen) in the fireball (cmZ/s), and

y. is the effective mole fraction of oxygen in the fireball (i.e., at x = d). At steady
state, the molar fluxes will be in a stoichiometric

proportion

given by
(137)

where the minus sign arises because the fluxes are in opposite directions.
There is a temperature
linear for simplicity. Thus

gradient

across the boundary

T(x)=T6+

The diffusion coefficients

layer which is assumed

T -Tn
f
X
6

are assumed to have a temperature

(138)
dependence

given

by

D(T)

[)

T
=Bm, ~
~f

3/2

(139)

where the ref subscript refers to the reference condition, taken here to be 300 K.
Now making use of Equations (137) through (139), the equation for the
aluminum vapor flux can be integrated from the surface (x = O) to an arbitrary
position within the boundary layer (x = X). Also, the equation for the oxidant flux
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can be integrated from the outer edge of the boundary layer (x = 3) to the arbitrary
position within the boundary layer (x = ~. For brevity; the details of the rather
lengthy integrations
and subsequent equation manipulations
are omitted. The
results are given by
{

-ln[ 1+*
n;l =

h

cgD;f

T, -q

——
—
34”64
k Ji
[)
\

~1

(140)

where

7“=q+(Tf-TJ:

(141)

and

(142)

where

(143)

and

(144)
The effective mole fraction of oxygen in the fireball
composition of the fireball using
No

YO = ~Y~ai
i=l

where No is the number
mole &action

of oxygen-bearing

mole of oxygen-bearing
W: is the molecular
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of oxygen-bearing
species

is based

W.
—
w:

(145)

gas species in the fireball,

i, ai is the number

species i, W. is the molecular

weight of oxygen-bearing

on the current

of oxygen

y? is the
atoms per

weight of oxygen (g/moi), and

species i (g/mol).

Aluminum Structure Response

The molar vaporization flux is related to the mass vaporization
used in the heat transfer calculation, by

flux, which is

The diffusion coefficients at the reference temperature are determined as a
function of fireball composition using the method of Wilke-Lee. This method is
outlined in the Kinetics of Plutonium Vaporization Subsection and is not repeated
here. The equation for the Hertz-Knudsen
limit is also described in that subsection. This limit is imposed on the aluminum vaporization rate calculated here.

Aluminum

Combustion

The combustion
of aluminum
vapor is highly exothermic.
The energy
associated with this combustion is added directly to the fireball assuming that
enough oxygen is available to burn stoichiometrically.
The chemical process for
this combustion is given as
4Al + 30~ 3 2Al~03
The aluminum combustion

(147)

power added to the fireball can be calculated

q~l = ri,h, – nPhP
where q~l is the rate of energy production
the aluminum

vapor and 02 reactants

(J/mol), n, is the molar rate of product formation
the AlzO~ product (J/mol). Assuming

(148)

(W), n, is the molar combustion

(mol./s), h, is the enthalpy

as

rate of

of the reactants

(mol/s), and h, is the enthalpy of

the aluminum vapor burns at the same rate it

is formed yields
q,41=
where n~~ is the vaporization

‘Al(hAi+ +ho2- $h’412f%)

rate of ahminum

from all structures

(149)
(mol/s), hAlis

the enthalpy of aluminum vapor (J/mol), ho, is the enthalpy of Oz gas (J/mol), and

hA1,o,is the enthalpy of solid aluminum oxide (J/mol). This quantity is subtracted
from the loss term, L Equation

(12)], that appears in the fireball energy equation.

Based on the stoichiometric reaction of aluminum and oxygen, the mass of
aluminum oxide formed equals 1.89 times the mass of aluminum vapor produced.
The particles of aluminum oxide associated with this mass are free to agglomerate
with other particles or to serve as condensation sites for plutonium vapor. The
diameter of the aluminum oxide particles is specified by user input.
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Soot Generation
The presence of soot in the fireball provides additional sites for condensation
and agglomeration and thus can alter the final plutonium size distribution. The
amount of soot generated from large-scale combustion almost always exceeds the
theoretical amount of soot. Thermodynamically,
soot should only form when the
carbon-to-oxygen
(C/0) ratio is greater than one. Experimentally, the limits of soot
formation are usually equated with the onset of luminosity and this usually occurs
when the C/O ratio is about 0.5.27 This limit is called the critical C/O ratio. There
are many factors that affect the generation
of soot such as localized nonstoichiometric regions due to hydrodynamic
effects, localized pressure and temperature regions, the presence of diluents, the presence of nitrogenous species, and
the presence of metals.
The effects of several factors a.Hecting soot generation are summarized in Table
6, which is based mostly on the work of Haynes et a127and Walton.2g The table is
applicable primarily to the combustion of oil and conventional fuels. Effects associated with the different carbon chemistry of rocket propellants are not addressed.

Factor
Localized
depletion
fluid flow
Increased

Table 6. Factors
Affectimz Soot
—
—.———.———
—_—
——— Generation
Comments
Ef:+xt

oxygen
due to
effects
pressure

Increased
temperature

Addition of inert
diluents
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Increases soot
generation.
Increases soot generation in some cases.

Decreases soot generation near critical C/O
ratio. Increases soot
generation in fuel rich
flames.
Decreases soot generation at constant
temperature.

Decomposition of soot to basic
elements is enhanced by
stoichiometric conditions.
Strong effect for hexane and
hexene, but weak effect for
benzene. Weak influence on
critical C/O ratio, but may
cause shifting of gas-solid
absorption balances to favor
more condensation.
Appearance of cellular structure changes the influence of
increasing temperature from
anti-soot to pro-soot.
If diluent reduces the temperature, promotion of soot
may occur. High concentration (>570) required to produce
significant changes in generation of soot.

Soot Generatwn

Effect

Factor

Comments

Addition of nitrogenous species such
as NH3, NO and NOZ

Decreases soot
generation.

Directly applicable to rocket
propellants.

Addition of sulfur
compounds such as
HZS and SOZ

Decreases soot
generation.

Seems to be more effective
than other species in reducing
soot yield.

Addition of H2 or CO

Weak effect. These species act
I as oxygen sinks causing richer

Increases soot
I generation.

flames.
Increases soot
generation.
Decreases soot
generation.

Increases carbon content of
mixture.
Suppresses luminosity.

Addition of halogens
—

Increases soot
generation.

Addition of Oz

Increases or decreases
soot generation.
Decreases soot
generation.

Catalyzes radical recombination neutralizing OH
radicals which would otherwise oxidize soot.
Depends on structure of flame
and flow conditions.
Used as soot suppressant, but
can promote soot generation
in Darts of flame.

Addition of hydrocarbons
Addition of COZ or
H20

Addition of metals

Considering the uncertainty in the state-of-the-art soot models, a complicated
soot treatment is not justified for the fireball model. Instead, a parametric
approach is used to explore the impact of generated soot based on the following
equation:
soot

+ m~~~+ f, mC
m~ = m~w~

(150)

where m~w~is the total mass of soot in the fireball

at any given time (g), m:mt is

the initial mass of soot in the fireball

input parameter),

mass of soot (solid carbon) calculated

(a specified

by the chemical

equilibrium

m~~’ is the

solver, f. is the

supplemental soot fraction which is defined as the fraction of available
carbon to be added as supplemental soot, and m, is the mass of available

gaseous
gaseous

carbon. Thus the quantity of soot in the fireball is the sum of initial, equilibrium,
and supplemental
soot. The supplemental
soot fkaction, f., is a specified input
parameter

that can be different for every reactant mix involved in the fireball.
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Dirt Entrainment
The entrainment of dirt and sand into the fireball directly affects the fireball
emissivity, particle agglomeration, particle heat transfer, and plutonium condensation processes. Thus dirt entrainment can significantly alter the size distribution
of plutonium-bearing
particles.
There is a large body of literature dealing with dirt entrainment models. Such
models consider adhesive and cohesive forces between the particles and the
ground. These forces are functions of many variables such as humidity, particle
size and roughness, chemical composition, surface tension, intermolecular
and
electrostatic attractions, and local flow velocity vectors. Even whether or not the
sun is shining has an effect on entrainment! Experimental measurements
show
adhesive forces that vary over eight orders of magnitude for particles in the 10- to
100-~m-diameter
size range for various surface conditions,
materials,
and
humidity levels.zg In general, the models have many adjustable parameters and do
not have reliable predictive capability. Complicating the problem is the potential
for crater formation for several launch-abort scenarios. Therefore, the issue of dirt
entrainment is handled parametrically
in the Fireball code using the following
equation:
(151)
\
combustmn

d

stage

-

entrainment

stage

where md is the mass of dirt in the fireball, which can vary with time (g), mj is the
initial mass of dirt inserted into the fireball from crater formation
rate of dirt entrainment

into the fireball during the combustion

(g), fry) is the

stage (g/s), riz~) is

the rate of dirt entrainment into the fireball during the air entrainment stage (g/s),
tOis the time at the beginning of the fireball simulation (O s), tl is the time at the
end of the combustion

stage (s), and t2 is the end of the entrainment

stage (s),

which is also the end of the simulation.
By varying the two entrainment rates and the initial mass parameters, the
effect of dirt entrainment
on the fireball simulation
can be explored parametrically. The diameter, emissivity, and density of entrained dirt can also be
varied via the input file. Also, the dirt parameters can be used to simulate solid
propellant rocket exhaust particles if desired. The diameter and distribution of dirt
particles depends on the location of rocket impact. Currently, only a single
diameter can be specified for dirt particles. The mass of dirt is assigned to the
appropriate aerosol bin based on this diameter.
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Model Integration
As mentioned previously, all of the models in the Fireball code package are
integrated (i.e., the results of each model depend on the results of other models).
Throughout
this report, the relationships
between variables in the different
models are discussed in the appropriate sections. This section is included to
summarize and elucidate these relationships and to outline the sequence of steps
in a fireball simulation. This description includes the major steps but omits many
of the peripheral steps required to produce a working computer code. No attempt is
made to describe the complicated “bookkeeping” associated with the code package.
After processing the input fles, appropriate variables are initialized. Next, a
thermodynamic
equilibrium calculation is performed for the first reactant mix to
determine the products of combustion and their respective mole fractions. A
reactant mix may consist of a single mix or of submixes burning concurrently. This
information is used to solve the fireball energy equation for enthalpy. A RungeKutta Fehlberg (RICF) algorithm is used to integrate the energy equation over
time. However, an Euler solution is used for the first time step to avoid the
singularity
that occurs at time zero in the RKF algorithm. Initialization
of
variables dependent on combustion occurs after the Euler time step. Next, using
the computed enthalpy ar d Newton iteration, the fieball temperature is determined.
Based on the specified combustion rates for the current reactant mix, the
quantity of combustion products comprising the fireball is determined for the
current time step. Based on the current temperature, the fireball specific heat,
viscosity, and conductivity are calculated. The transient equation for structure
heat transfer is calculated
next, followed by calculation
of the aluminum
vaporization rates. All properties are based on the current state of the fireball.
Combustion energy associated with any aluminum vaporization is then determined and added to the fireball energy equation.
The quantity of aluminum oxide particles formed as a result of any aluminum
combustion is determined next. Based on user-specified dirt entrainment rates, the
current quantity of dirt particles in the fireball is also calculated. Likewise, the
quantity of soot particles, based on equilibrium and supplement soot, is calculated.
Based on the current inventory of these particles, along with the current inventory
of plutonium
particles
(original
and condensed),
the fireball
emissivity
is
determined. This calculation
also depends on the temperature
and chemical
composition of the fireball. Also, the average properties of agglomerated particles
are determined at this time.
The temperature
of the plutonium rock particles and of the agglomerated
aerosol particles is determined next, for all particle size sections (bins). Heat and
mass transfer coefficients, terminal velocities, and particle properties are based on
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the current fireball and particle conditions. The particle temperature calculations

are followed by a check of the plutonium vapor supersaturation ratio. If this ratio
exceeds a user-specified critical value, homogeneous condensation is initiated. Now
the vaporization (or condensation) rate of plutonium is determined. Based on the
calculated rates, particle sizes are updated and the resulting particles assigned to
appropriate

new size bins.

Based on the quantity of all combustion products and the fireball temperature,
the size of the fireball is determined. This is used in turn to calculate the fireball
rise velocity and height. The rise velocity calculation includes buoyan~ and drag
force effects, and is solved using an IUSl? algorithm. With the fireball rise velocity
and size available, the quantity of entrained air is determined and added to the
fireball inventory.
The aerosol physics equations are solved next based on the current inventory of
plutonium, soot, dirt, and aluminum oxide. Original and condensed plutonium are
treated separately
so they may be tracked separately
for output purposes.
Agglomeration
may move particles into different size bins. Also, particles may
leave the fireball due to gravitational settling. The aerosol physics calculations are
not performed every fireball time step but instead are performed based on userspecified time or temperature intervals. This is illustrated in the following figure,
which schematically shows the fireball and aerosol physics time step,-.
Fireball time steps
I
tl

I

I

~

Aerosol time steps

t2

Figure 4. Fireball and Aerosol

Physics Time Steps

In this example, the time interval for updating the aerosol physics solution is
just h – tl. Time step boundaries are indicated by solid vertical lines. The fireball
physics solution proceeds from tl to tz, using an adaptive time step dictated by the
fireball energy and rise velocity equations. The aerosol physics solution proceeds
with its own adaptively-controlled
time step dictated by the agglomeration
equations. The fireball parameters to be passed to the aerosol physics routine are
saved at times tl and tz. The aerosol physics routine uses these parameters to
linearly interpolate appropriate values at the aerosol physics time steps. Fireball
parameters passed to the aerosol physics routine include: temperature, pressure,
density, viscosity, molecular weight, turbulent energy dissipation rate, radius, and
volume, along with component masses for each bin and average particle density.
Section coefficients
are also linearly interpolated
between i!l and tz. Section
coefficients are used in the agglomeration solution and are very time consuming to
compute. Thus, updating section coefficients only at tl and tz saves considerable
execution time. If desired, the time interval can be decreased sufficiently such that
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the aerosol physics equations are solved every fireball time step; however,
been found to be unnecessary.

this has

A temperature interval can also be specified to control updating of the aerosol
physics solution. The solution is updated whenever the fireball temperature
changes by the selected temperature interval. Also, if more than 1 ~g of plutonium
vapor is available in the fireball and more than 5% of this vapor is homogeneously
condensed in a single time step, the aerosol physics solution is automatically
updated. This ensures that large “dumps” of plutonium particles into the fireball
are captured immediately in the agglomeration solution.
Time steps are continued until all reactants for the current mix are combusted.
Once complete, a check is made for any additional mixes, and the procedure is
repeated accordingly. All combustion products from all mixes and submixes are
tracked for subsequent calculation of fireball properties. After all reactant mixes
are depleted, the combustion stage is terminated and the calculation proceeds with
the air entrainment stage. The sequence of steps for this stage is the same as for
the combustion stage except no additional calls to the chemical equilibrium solver
are required and the combustion term is absent from the fireball energy equation.
heat transfer to aluminum
structures
is
Also, for ground-blast
scenarios,
terminated as the fireball lifts horn the ground. The air entrainment rate is a
function of fireball size, which in turn is a function of how much air has been
entrained. Because the prediction of air entrainment is of primary concern during
this stage, a successive-substitution
procedure is used to resolve this dependency,
as opposed to simply using the most current value of entrainment rate. Time steps
continue until the end of the simulation is indicated.
As mentioned previously, particles are assigned size sections (bins), based on
diameter, for both the aerosol physics calculations
and particle heat transfer
calculations. A restriction of Maeros2 is that the diameter at each bin boundary
must be at least twice that of the preceding bin boundary. This is known as the
geometric constraint. A uniform logarithmic
spacing in volume satisfies this
constraint, which can be expressed in terms of diameters at the bin boundaries
according to
di

=

&@b

d~i$

where di is the diameter of the ith bin boundary
which increments

(152)
(cm), i is the bin boundary

index,

from 1 to Nb – 1, N~ is the number of bins, dOis the diameter of

the lower boundary

of the smallest

bin, and d~b is the diameter

of the upper

boundary of the largest bin. The same equation is used separately for both aerosol
and rock bins. Because rock particles are not part of the aerosol physics solution,
the geometric constraint does not apply. However, it is enforced for consistency
with the aerosol particle diameter assignments.
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Particles can change bins by agglomeration and by vaporization or condensation. For heat transfer calculations, all the particles in a bin are initiallv assigned
the geometric-mean diameter of the bin, which is given by
(153)
where

i increments

fkom 1 to Nb. The particle

ization and condensation

bin diameters

change

as vapor-

proceed.

If the particles in a bin decrease in diameter (from mass loss by vaporization)
to a value below the lower-boundary
diameter, all the mass in the bin is moved
into the next lower bin and assigned the current diameter of that bin. Likewise, if
particles in a bin increase in diameter (from mass gain by condensation) to a value
above the upper-boundary
diameter, all the mass in the bin is moved into the next
higher bin and assigned the current diameter of that bin. If a bin is left empty of
particles, any particles subsequently entering the bin are assigned the associated
geometric-mean diameter for heat transfer calculations. Other strategies for managing particle bin changes due to vapo~ation
and condensation are possible but
have not been explored. Recall that particle bin changes due to agglomeration are
managed by the Maeros2 subroutine.
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Code Input and Use
The input for a fireball simulation is contained in three files: “fireball.in,”
“cetsub.in,” and “rnaeros2s.in.” This section contains a description of the input
parameters contained in these three files. Information concerning the procedures
for compiling and running the code is also included, along with a description of the
code output.
The parameters for the three input files are described in the following three
tables, starting with the “fi.reball.in” f51e. Additional comments follow each table.
Included in the tables is a default value, which is used by the code if the corresponding data field is left blank. These are not necessarily the recommended
values, which are dependent on the particulars of the desired simulation. Review
of these input parameters provides an overview of the versatility provided by the
Fireball code package.

Table 7. Input Parameter Descriptions for “fireball.in”
Parameter
Description and Units
title
timestep
tstop
iprint
nmax
nnmax
drelerr

problem title of up to 132 characters
initial time step for solution of fireball physics (s)

Default
none
1 x 10-5

problem end time’ (s)
print frequency (timesteps)
maximum number of time steps allowed (timesteps)
maximum number of Newton iterations allowed
desired relative error for Newton iteration convergence

10000
25
1 x 10-3

dtrerr

desired truncation

error for adaptive time step control

1 x 10-2

tsmax
tsmin

maximum-allowed
minimum-allowed

time step (s)
time step (s)

1.0
1 x 10-6

tamb
press
zfbi
vrisei
sootmi
ecoefl
ecoef2
dirtmi
dirterl
dirter2
dirtden
sootdw
aodp

I ambient temperature (K)
I fireball combustion-product

pressure (atm)
initial elevation of the center of the fireball (cm)
initial rise velocity of the fireball (cm/s)
initial mass of soot added to the fireball (g)
air entrainment coefficient during the combustion stage
air entrainment coefficient during the entrainment stage
initial mass of dirt injected into the fireball (g)
dirt entrainment rate during the combustion stage (g/s)
dirt entrainment rate during the entrainment stage (g/s)
density of entrained dirt particles (g/ems)

I diameter of generated soot mrticles (cm)
I diameter of generated aluminum oxide particles (cm)

100.0

i

50

300.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.025
0.25
0.0
100.0

1

1
I

0.0
2.0
I 2.2 x 10-’1
I 5X1O+1
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Parameter
dirtdp
puo2emis
sootemis
aaemis

dirtemis
puo2ti
puo2qppp

I

puo2melt
critssr
surften
delay

P

dsha e
dcutoff

t===

nstruct
st rrest
semis
shtc

R

F
F
sarea
smass
sname
aerost rt
aerodt
adtemp

nabins
nrbins
adiamO

I

adiamna

~ adiamnr
I readmass

w

uo2mass
ru ture
escfrac

I
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Description
diameter of entrained

and Units

Default
5 x 10-5

dirt particles (cm)

emissivity of Pu02 particles
emissivity of soot particles
emissivity of aluminum oxide particles
emissivity of dirt particles
initial PUOZ rock particle temperature (K)
volumetric heat generation rate in PUOZ (VV/ems)
melt temperature of Pu02 (K)
critical supersaturation ratio of Pu02 vapor
surface tension of Pu02 (J/cm2)
delay time for injection of PUOZ particles into the fireball
(s)
dynamic shape factor for all particles
diameter cutoff for quasi-steady treatment of rock
particle heat transfer (cm)
residence time in the fireball for PUOZ rock particles (s)
number of aluminum-alloy structures exposed to fireball
structure residence time in the fireball (s)
e -nissivity of all structures
convection heat transfer coefficient for all structures
(W/cmz.K)
exposed surface area of each structure (cmz)
mass of each structure (g)
name for each structure up to 24 characters
start time for aerosol physics solution (s)
time interval for updating of aerosol physics solution (s)
temperature interval for updating of aerosol physics
solution (K)
number of aerosol particle size bins
number of rock particle size bins
minimum aerosol particle diameter (cm)
maximum aerosol particle diameter or minimum rock
~article diameter (cm)
maximum rock particle diameter (cm)
if true., the initial PUOZ mass distribution for all bins is
read from input file “massdist.in”
mass of PUOZ injected into the fireball (g)
diameter of the rupture (cm)
fraction of PUOZ particles with diameter less than
rupture that escape from the rupture

0.5
0.9
0.6
0.6
1520.0
2.64
2698.0
4.0
6.2 X 10-s
0.0
1.2
1 x 10-3
50.0
1
100.0
0.6
0.02

A

100.0
100.0
none
0.0
2.0
50.0
10

I

5
1 x 10-6” I
1 x 10-2
1.0
false.
1.0
1.0
1.0

Code Input and Use

Comments:
The simulation is terminated if the maximum number of Newton iterations
allowed (nnmax) is exceeded. Newton iteration is used to find the fiebdl
temperature, the area of a truncated sphere (representing the rising fireball),
the temperature of aerosol particles, and the value of x used to specify the
stoichiometry of PU02-=.
The desired truncation relative error (dtrerr) is used to control the time step for
the fireball energy and rise velocity calculations. The smaller this value, the
smaller will be the resulting time steps.
The initial fireball elevation (zfbo and rise velocity (vrisei) allow the simulation
of either ground blasts or air blasts. An elevation of zero indicates a ground
blast and the fireball begins as a hemisphere. Otherwise, it begins as a sphere.
The initial rise velocity is used for the initial condition in the fireball
momentum equation. For air blasts, it would be set to the rocket velocity at the
time of the blast. A negative value indicates downward travel.
Zero values of entrainment coefficients (ecoefl or ecoef2) indicate no air w-ill be
entrained by the rising fireball. Entrained
air can also be added as a
combustion reactant via the “cetsub.in” file.
The initial mass of dirt injected into the fireball (dirtmi) can be used to account
for dirt from crater formation in the event of a ground-impact
scenario.
However, if too much dirt is added via this parameter, the aerosol physics
routine will terminate with an error. This can occur if the corresponding
volume of dirt is large compared to the volume of the fireball after the first time
step. This can be accommodated by appropriately modiffing the dirt entrainment rate for the combustion stage. This problem can also arise if excessive
values of sootmi are selected.
The parameters used to specify particle diameters (sootdp, aodp, and dirtdp)
are used to determine the appropriate bin number for assignment of the mass
associated with these particles. Thus the particle diameter assumes a range of
values dictated by the width of the bin.
The dynamic shape factor (dshapefi is used in the agglomeration solution, the
particle heat transfer solution (both aerosol and rock), and the fireball
emissivit y solution.
The cutoff diameter (dcutoffi is used to force a quasi-static heat transfer
solution for rock particles with diameters less than this value. In general, a full
transient solution should be selected for rock particles.
The residence time for rock particles (residnct) is used to account for the lack of
a ballistic trajectory model in the Fireball code. Rock particles are assumed to
leave the fireball (thus terminating heat transfer and vaporization calculations)
when the residence time is exceeded.
Multiple aluminum-alloy structures can be specified using the value of nstruct,
with a maximum-allowed
value of 8. All structures are assumed to be composed
of 7075 T-6 aluminum alloy. The temperature
of a structure is used to
determine aluminum vaporization rates and to determine heat loss from the
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fireball. Thus large non-aluminum structures that are not expected to vaporize

(such as the solid rocket motors), but that may serve as a significant heat sink,
can be included in the model. In general, however, heat loss to structures is a
●

●

●

●

●

●

tertiary effect for large fireballs.
The structure residence time (strrest) dictates how long heat transfer to
aluminum-alloy
structures continues. Heat transfer is also terminated at the
end of the combustion stage for ground-blast fireballs.
The convection coefficient (shtc) for structure heat transfer can be determined
using correlations for forced flow over a flat plate or cylinder. However, the
appropriate velocity for a structure fragment careening through a turbulent
fireball is not obvious!
The exposed surface area for a structure depends on whether the structure is
assumed to stay intact or to fragment during the blast, in which case both sides
of the structure would be exposed.
The aerosol physics solution start time (aerostrt) is intended to allow the user to
disable agglomeration for parametric investigations.
The maximum-allowed
value for the number of aerosol bins (nabins) is dictated
by the Maeros2 subroutine, which sets this maximum at 40. Also, the total
number of aerosol and rock particles bins together is limited to 55.
If the initial mass of PU02 for each of the aerosol and rock bins is not supplied

via the “massdist.in” file, it is automatically calculated using a Weibull distribution. If readmass is set to .f~se. then, values for puo2mass, rupture, and
escfrac must be specified. In this case the mass distribution is determined using

‘=e+[%)l-ew[-[$
(154)

where Fi is the fraction
boundary

of mass in bin i, d is the particle

(cm), s~ is the escape fraction

diameter

(escfrac), d, is the rupture

at a bin
diameter

(rupture) (cm), and c1 and c, are constants
respectively. The constants
experimental data.

equal to 0.32297 and 0.9976,
were chosen to provide reasonable agreement with

The next table provides a description of the input parameters used by the
thermodynamic
equilibrium solver, which is a subroutine version of the CET89
code. The standard CET input file has been replaced with an easier-to-read
and
simpler free-format fle. Additional parameters particular to fireball simulations
were also added and comment lines can now be included. Some of the regular
input parameters of CET have been removed and are instead passed to CET from
the main Fireball calling subroutine.
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Parameter
pressure
trace
deltmix
sootfiac
moles
h
phz
T
Units
FIO
REACT~T
PLUS
END
STOP
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Pmr~ma+nv
A

-.—-.”.

T’la=orintinn
-QG”..r..-

Description

-

fnr
.-.

%n+alh
w“..

-u---

in”

and Units

Default

combustion pressure for a reactant mix (atm)
combustion products with calculated mole fractions less
than trace are omitted
burn duration for the reactant mix (s)
fraction of available gaseous carbon to be added to
equilibrium carbon as supplemental soot
number of moles of a reactant
assigned enthalpy of reactant (J/mol)

phase of reactant (S for solid, L for liquid, G for gas)
temperature of reactant (K)
energy unit of assigned enthalpy (J for Joules/mol or C
for calories/mol)
reactant type (F for fuel, O for oxidant)
keyword indicating the start of a reactant mix
keyword indicating that the next reactant mix burns
concurrently with the previous
keyword indicating the end of a reactant mix
keyword indicating the end of all mixes

1.0
1 x 10-~

data
1 x 10+

none
none
none
none
none
none
.
.
.

Comments:
●

●

●

Reactants are indicated by entering their chemical composition. For example,
N, 2.0, 0, 4.0 would be entered to specify N20d. A total of up to 72 reactant
mixes and submixes can be included. A mix can consist of up to 7 submixes.
The combustion
pressure (pressure) indicates the local pressure at which
combustion of the reactants occurs. This differs from the combustion-product
pressure (press) entered in the “fireball. in” file, which is the global pressure of
the fireball.
The burn duration (deltmix) specifies how long the reactants take to combust.
Thus the number of reactant moles divided by cieh!mix produces the molar
combustion rate. This is used in the fireball physics routines but not by the
chemical equilibrium
solver. For mixes with more than one concurrently
burning submix, the burn duration is the maximum value of deltmix for all
submixes. If only a single mix is included and the value of deltrnix is left blank,
the default value is calculated from a curve fit of experimental fireball data
given by
Atmk= 0.20636m~&
where Atmtiis the mix burn duration
reactant mix (g). Hydrodynamic

(155)

(deltmix) (s), and m.k is the mass of the

simulations

may be required

to determine

the
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burn duration forcomplicated launch-abort scenarios. In such scenarios, burn
duration defines the time it takes for fuel and oxidant to come together.
●

●

The value of sootfrac is used only in the fireball physics routines to supplement
the amount of solid carbon predicted by the equilibrium solver, which is usually
zero for typical fireball reactants.
The parameters Phz, T, and F/O are not required to determine the products of

combustion for ‘fieball simulations but are included to allow qu-antities of
interest to be determined and printed.
The final table provides a description of the input parameters used by the
aerosol physics routine, which is a subroutine version of the Maeros2 code. Much
of the regular Maeros2 input has been removed and is instead passed to the
Maeros2 subroutine from the main fireball subroutine. The output fkequency
parameters have been added to accommodate multiple calls of the Maeros2
subroutine.
Table 9. Innut Parameter Description for “maeros2s.in”
Description and Units
Parameter
mesgfrq

moutfrq
mpltfiq
idebug
iscal

ifkplt

nrow
ncol
qminpl
qmaxpl
round
rel
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output frequency for message output file (message
results are printed every mesgfrq calls to the Maeros2
subroutine)
output frequency for Maeros2 text output (calls)
output frequency for Maeros2 bar plot output (calls)
status report flag: O for none, 1 for minimal, 2 for
normal, and 3 for maximum
plot scaling flag: -3 for user-defined limits for a log
scale, –2 for user-defined limits but will be overridden if
beyond range, -1 for automatic log scaling, O for no plots,
1 for automatic linear scaling, 2 for user-defined limits
but will be overridden if beyond range, 3 for user-defined
linear scale
component plot flag: O for no plot of component mass
concentrations, 1 to include individual component mass
concentrations along with stacked plots
number of rows used to produce plots, ranging from 13 to
50
number of columns used to produce plots with a
maximum of 101
user-defined minimum concentration for plotting (kg/ins)
user-defined maximum concentration for plotting (kg/ins)
machine unit round-off error
relative error tolerance for convergence

Default
1

1
1
o
1

o

none
none
none
none
none
none

1

‘
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The following description is excerpted fiorn the “readme.txt” file that
accompanies the source code. This description outlines the installation and
execution procedures for the Fireball code package along with the generated
output files. At the time of this report, the Fireball code package version number is
1.6, dated 3/12/97.
Files required for execution:
iireball.for - The main source code for fireball physics and control.
cetsub.for - The source code for the chemical equilibrium thermodynamic (CET)
solver. This NASA code has been modified for use as a subroutine in the
Fireball code.
maeros2s.for
- The source code for the aerosol physics solver. This is the
MAEROS2 code developed at Sandia which has been modified for use as a
subroutine in the Fireball code.
fireball.in

- The main input iile for the Fireball code.

cetsub.in - The input file for the CET subroutine.
thermo.bin - The thermodynamic data used by the CET subroutine. This file is
in binary format for use on a DOS-based machine. An ascii-to-binary converter
program (asci2bin) is provided to convert the ascii data iile (thermo.dat) to
binary format on ~erent
machines.
trans~.bin - The transport property data used by the CET subroutine. This file
is in binary format for use on a DOS-based
machine. An ascii-to-binary
converter program
(asci2bin) is provided
to convert the ascii data file
(transp.dat) to binary format on different machines.
maeros2s.in

- The input file for the aerosol physics subroutine.

massdist.in

- An optional

input

file that provides

the initial

PuOZ mass

distribution.
Supplemental

files:

data which can be
therrno.dat - An ascii me containing thermodynamic
converted to a binary file for other operating systems using the asci2bin code.
trans~.dat - An ascii He containing transport data which can be converted
binary file for other operating systems using the asci2bin code.

to a

asci2bin.for - Compile, link, and execute this program to convert thermo.dat
and transp. dat ascii files to thermo.bin and transp.bin binary files, which are
required for ii.reball execution. This is a one-time operation.
makefile - A make file for use with Lahey F77L EM/32 Fortran compiler.
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Installation:
Copy all the required files to a directory of choice, such as Mireball. If using the
Lahey compiler, just type make at the DOS prompt.
If not using Lahey, some lines must be changed. In subroutine
“fi.reba.11.for,” search for “Lahey”. The open statement uses
carnage

fbinput

of file

control = ‘fortran’

to indicate how to treat carriage control data in the output file. Other compilers
have different formats for this purpose. Also, similar lines in subroutine uopen
of file “cetsub.for” and in file “maeros2s.for” must be modified. Also, the execution time output is based on a call to timer, which is a Lahey compiler
subroutine;
the calls to timer
should be replaced with the appropriate
subroutines if a different compiler is used. Now, compile files “fireball. for”,
and “maeros2s.for”
and link their object files to create an
“cetsub.for”,
executable named “Fireball. exe”, or whatever you prefer. Specify the desired
input parameters in files “fireball.in”, “cetsub.~,
and “maeros2s.in”, and then
execute Fireball.
Output files:
The output is currently written to sixteen text files:
fireball. out - This file contains the supplied input along with a few other
calculated parameters based on that input. Also included are messages printed
during execution that indicate the current status of the simulation.
fireball.dat - This file contains tab delimited calculated data for import into a
spreadsheet or graphics package for plotting. The 17 columns of data are as
follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

time (s)
timestep (s)
fireball temperature (K)
fireball surface heat flux (W/cmZ)
fireball emissivity
molar air fraction (moles of entrained ai.dtotal moles in fireball)
elevation of fireball center (cm)
radius of fireball (cm)
fireball rise velocity (cm/s)
fireball surface area (cmz)
fireball volume (ems)
PU02 supersaturation ratio [P(PuOZ )/ P(equilibrium)]

13) PU02 vapor mass in the fireball from all particles (g)
14) PuOZ mass loss from all rock particles (g)
15) total PuOZ particle mass in all aerosol bins (g)
16) total particle mass (all components)
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17) fireball energy content (J) determined as the fireball enthalpy times the
fireball moles. This number may be negative depending on the datum for
enthalpy.
structt.dat - ‘I’his fle contains tab delimited data for the nstruct structures
immersed in the fireball for import into a spreadsheet or graphics package for
plotting.
The nstruct+2 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - total vaporized structure mass (g)
3) - structure # 1 temperature (K)
..
.

nstruct+2) - structure # nstruct temperature (K)
atmo2t.dat - This file contains tab delimited temperature data for the aerosol
particles immersed in the fireball for import into a spreadsheet or graphics
package for plotting.
The nabins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - temperature
.
.

of aerosol particles in bin # 1 (K)

nab ins+ 1) - temperature

of aerosol particles in bin # nab ins (K)

rmo2t.dat
- This file contains tab delimited temperature data for the large
PU02 rock particles immersed in the fireball for import into a spreadsheet or
graphics package for plotting. The nrbins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - temperature
..
.

of rock particles in bin # 1 (K)

nrbins+ 1) - temperature

of rock particles in bin # nrbins (K)

atmo2v.dat - This file contains tab delimited heterogeneous vaporization data
for the aerosol particles immersed in the fireball for import into a spreadsheet
or graphics package for plotting. A negative value indicates condensation. The
nab ins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - vaporization

rate of aerosol particles in bin # 1 (g/s)

.

nub ins+ 1) - vaporization

rate of aerosol particles in bin # nab ins (g/s)

rmo2v.dat
- This file contains tab delimited heterogeneous vaporization data
for the large PuOZ rock particles immersed in the fireball for import into a
spreadsheet
or graphics package for plotting. A negative
condensation. The nrbins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:

value

indicates
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1) - time (s)
2) - vaporization rate of rock particles in bin # 1 (g/s)

.

nrbins+ 1) - vaporization rate of rock particles in bin # nrbins (g/s)
atmo2ml.dat

- This file contains

tab delimited

PU02 mass loss data for the

aerosol particles immersed in the fireball for import into a spreadsheet or
graphics package for plotting. A negative value indicates addition of mass via
condensation. The nubins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - PuO, mass loss from aerosol particles in bin # 1 (g)
i.

nub ins+ 1) - PU02 mass loss horn aerosol particles in bin # nab ins (g)
rmo2ml.dat

- This file contains tab delimited PuOZ mass loss data for the rock

particles immersed in the fireball for import into a spreadsheet or graphics
package for plotting. A negative value indicates addition of mass via condensation. The nrbins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - PuOZ mass loss from rock particles in bin # 1 (g)
..

nrbins+ 1) - PuOZ mass loss from rock particles in bin # nrbins (g)
puo2m. dat - This file contains the mass (g) of PuOZ for each of the aerosol bins.
Both original and condensed

PuOZ are included in this total. Again, the data is

tab delimited for import into a spreadsheet
The nabins+l columns of data are as follows:

or graphics

package

for plotting.

1) - time (s)
2) - mass of PuOZ in the aerosol particles in bin # 1 (g)
.

ruzbins+1) - mass of PuOZ in the aerosol particles in bin # nab ins (g)
puo2mf.dat

- This file contains the mass fraction of PuOZ for each of the aerosol

bins. Mass fraction is defined as the mass of both original and condensed

PuOZ

divided by the total mass of all components comprising the particle. Again, the
data is tab delimited for import into a spreadsheet or graphics package for
plotting. The nab ins+ 1 columns of data are as follows:
1) - time (s)
2) - mass fraction of PU02 in the aerosol particles in bin # 1
..

nabins+ 1) - mass fraction of PuOZ in the aerosol particles in bin # nabins
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am.rtden.dat - This file contains the average density for the agglomerated
particles in each aerosol bin (g/cms). Again, the data is tab delimited for import
into a spreadsheet or graphics package for plotting. The nab ins+ 1 columns of
data are as follows:
s
1) - time (s)
2) - average density of the aerosol particles in bin # 1 (g/ems)
..
.
nubins+ 1) - average density of the aerosol particles in bin # nubins (g/ems)
cetsub.out - This file contains basic output related to the calculated chemical
equilibrium
solver (CET), along with any messages related to abnormal
execution of the CET subroutine.
maeros2s.out - This file contains the computed output for the aerosol physics
subroutine. It contains particle concentrations
for each particle component
along with additional information concerning agglomeration results. This file
can get very large.
maeros2s.plt
maeros2s.out,

- This file basically
contains
the same
but the data is provided in bar chart format.

maeros2s.msg - This file contains
Fireball to the aerosol solver.

a summary

information

of the information

as

passed from
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The results fkom a hypothetical launch-abort fireball scenario are described
here to demonstrate the simulation capabilities of the Fireball code package. This
problem was selected for demonstration purposes and should not be considered as
definitive, representative,
or final. The Fireball code is intended to be executed
parametrically
to address the large uncertainties
associated with the complex
phenomena inherent to a launch-abort fireball. The results presented here are for
just one simulation and should not be extrapolated or taken out of context.
The scenario selected is for a ground impact of a space vehicle. Thus not all of
the rocket propellants are involved. The propellant mixes are based on an unpublished
hydrodynamic
calculation,
which provides the timing information
needed to spec@ combustion rates along with the quantity of entrained air during
the combustion stage. The rates are based on the time it takes for the fuel and
oxidants to come together during the impact. There are 24 reactant mixes specified
in the “cetsub.in” file. Each mix is assumed to combust in a local burn front within
the fieball.
Submixes burn concurrently and are grouped within dotted lines as
presented in the following table.

Table 10. Reactants for Space Vehicle Launch Abort
Mix
Reactants
Burn interval (ins)
Quantity (mol)
1
2

NZO,

312

CH,NZ

300

CH,N,
Nz

208

-———__ o~
—-—__ ____ _____
3
NZO,
4

2010
468
_____
1610

CH,N,

1550

CH,N,

771

____ __________________
43.65-86.87

N2

7460

0,

1730
___________________________
2710
86.87 -130.3
2600

-———_———-_—_________
5
N20,
CH,N,
6

0.0-43.65

CHGNZ
N2

1460
14100

0,

3290 ____ ___________________
-—-— -——_——-__ —__________
7
NZO,
3930
130.3-173.77
CH,N*
3770
8

CH6N,
N2
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Mix

Reactants

Quantity (mol)

o~

Burn interval

4650 ____ -------——— -— ____ -— -- ——
-- —--N20d
9
4550
CH,N,
4370
10

CH,N,

16900

Nz

15499

(ins) “

--—— ---—— --——173.77-217.16

o~
3820---———-————————-———-———-—-—————-——-———————
--—11
NZOA
2000
217.16 -260.6
12

CH,N,

1930

cH~N*

512

N2

4960

0,
-—-- -——-——-——-——-—---1150
---13
NZOA
2330
14

CH,N*

2240

CHGN,

390

N2

CH,N,

1540

CH,N*

459

N,

--—- ———————-———260.6-304.29

3780

0,
880----———-——-----———————————
15
NZOA
1600
16

—----

----—— --———-———————304.29-347.63

4450

0,
1030 ———
—- ——-—-———--————
———
—---——-—--————
——-———
—-—.
17
NZ04
723
347.63-391.07
18

CH,NZ

695

CH,NZ

226

N,

2180

0,

-—- ———---— —- —- —- ———
—--508
———
———---————
——-———
—-—-—19
NZOA
394
391.07-434.33
20

CHGNZ

379

CH,N,

173

N,
0,
--——-——--------———21
NzOd
22

1670
----390---5.79

CH,N,

5.57

CH,NZ

2.75

N,

26.6

0,
-—————--——————
---23
N,O,
CH,N,

--.

-— --—--—-————-——434.33-725.32

6.19 ____ _____ ______________
——--—34.9
725.32 -2480.0
33.6
75

Sample Resuh%

Mix
24

Reactants

Quantity (mol)

CH,NZ
Nz

16.6
161

0,

37.5

Burn interval

(ins)

The “fireball.out” file provides a summary of the input parameters
this scenario. A listing of this file is presented in the following table:

Table 11. Listing of the “fireball.out”

file for a Space Vehicle

FIREBALL CODE PACKAGE, Version 1.5
==================

FIREBALL INPUT DATA ===================

PROBLEM TITLE:
Space Vehicle Fireball Simulation
INITIAL TIMESTEP:
1.0000OE-05
PROBLEM STOP TIME (S): 2.0000 OE+O1
PRINT FREQUENCY (timesteps): 100
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS ALLOWED: 10000
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NEWTON ITERATIONS ALLOWED:
35
DESIRED RELATIVE ERROR FOR NE1/WON ITERATIONS:
5.0000OE-04
DESIRED TRUNCATION ERROR FOR RKF SOLVER: 3.0000OE-02
MAXIMUM-ALLOWED
TIMESTEP (S): 1.0000OE-02
MINIMUM-ALLOWED
TIMESTEP (S): 1.0000OE-06
AMBlENT TEMPERATURE
(K): 298.00
FIREBALL PRESSURE (atm):
1.000
INITIAL FIREBALL HEIGHT (cm): 0.0000E+OO
INITIAL FiREBALL RISE VELOCITY (cm/s): 0.0000E+OO
INITIAL SOOT MASS ADDED TO FIREBALL (g): 1.0000E+03
AIR ENTRAINMENT
COEFFICIENT
1: 0.0000
AIR ENTRAINMENT
COEFFICIENT 2: 0.2500
INITIAL DIRT MASS ADDED TO FIREBALL (g) : 1.0000E+02
DIRT ENTRAINMENT
RATE 1 (g/s): 1.0000E+03
DIRT ENTRAINMENT
RATE 2 (g/s): 1.0000E+O1
DIRT DENSITY (g/cub.cm): 2.0000E+O0
SOOT PARTICLE DIAMETER (cm): 2.0000E-04
A1203 PARTICLE DIAMETER (cm): 5.0000E-06
DIRT PARTICLE DIAMETER (cm): 5.0000E-03
EMISSIVll_Y
EMISSIVITY
EMISSIVITY
EMISSIVllY

OF
OF
OF
OF

Pu02 PARTICLE
Pu02 PARTICLE
Pu02 PARTICLE
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Pu02 PARTICLES:
0.50000
SOOT PARTICLES: 0.90000
A1203 PARTICLES:
0.50000
DIRT PARTICLES:
0.60000
INITIAL Temperature
(K): 1520.00
HEAT GENERATION RATE (J/cub. cm-s):
MELT TEMPERATURE
(K): 2698.00

2.65
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4.00
CRITICAL SUPER SATURATION RATlO:
Pu02 SURFACE TENSION (J/sq.cm): 5.2500E-05
0.0000
DELAY TIME FOR INJECTION OF Pu02 PARTICLES INTO THE FIREBALL (S):
1.2000
DYNAMIC SHAPE FACTOR FOR ALL PARTICLES:
ROCK CUTOFF DIAMETER FOR QUASI-STEADY HEAT TRANSFER (cm): 1.0000E-03
FIREBALL RESIDENCE TIME FOR Pu02 ROCK PARTICLES (S):
50.0000
NUMBER OF ALUMINUM ALLOY STRUCTURES:
5
STRUCTURE RESIDENCE TIME IN FIREBALL (S): 100.000
STRUCTURE SURFACE EMISSIVllY:
0.600
CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (J/s-sq.cm-K):
STRUCTURE NAME
# AREA (sq.cm)
MASS (g)
1
3.36260E+05
7.89264E+05
Centaur Attachment
2
5.66850E+06
4.53600E+06
Payload Fairing
3
5.03474E+06
5.94806E+06
Stage 1
4
9.69611 E+05 1.33993E+06
Space Vehicle
5
1.62664E+06
3.19425E+06
Stage 2
TOTAL STRUCTURE SURFACE AREA (sq.cm): 1.36358E+07
TOTAL STRUCTURE MASS (g): 1.58075E+07

5.0000OE-02

0.00
START TIME FOR AEROSOL PHYSICS SOLUTION:
TIME INTERVAL FOR AEROSOL UPDATE (S): 5.0000OE-01
TEMPERATURE
INTERVAL FOR AEROSOL UPDATE (K):
80.00
NUMBER OF BINS FOR AEROSOL PHYSICS: 14
NUMBER OF ROCK BINS FOR HEAT TRANSFER:
7
MINIMUM AEROSOL PARTICLE DIAMETER (cm): 1.0000E-06
MAXIMUM AEROSOL PARTICLE DIAMETER (cm): 1.0000E-02
MAXIMUM ROCK PARTICLE DIAMETER (cm): 1.0000E+OO
TOTAL Pu02 MASS THAT ESCAPES (g): 1.0000E+O1
RUPTURE SIZE (cm): 1.0000E+OO
PARTICLE ESCAPE FACTOR:
1.00000
PARTICLE MASS DISTRIBUTIONS
FROM WEIBULL
Number
BIN# MASS FRACTION
D (cm)
0.000003
1.3895E-06
2.2004E+12
1
2.6827E-06
5.8937E+11
2
0.000006
5.1 795E-06
1.5786E+11
3
0.000011
1.0000E-05
4.2281 E+1O
4
0.000021
1.9307E-05
1.1 325E+1O
5
0.000041
6
0.000079
3.7276E-05
3.0331 E+09
7.1 969E-05
8.1230E+08
7
0.000152
8
0.000293
1.3895E-04
2.1 752E+08
9
0.000565
2.6827E-04
5.8238E+07
10
0.001089
5.1 795E-04
1.5586E+07
11
0.002095
1.0000E-03
4.1680E+06
0.004026
1.9307E-03
1.1 129E+06
12
13
0.007715
3.7276E-03
2.9634E+05
14
0.014703
7.1969E-03
7.8471 E+04
Aerosol bins above/Rock bins below
1.3895E-02
2.0560E+04
15
0.027725
16
0.051226
2.6827E-02
5.2785E+03
17
0.091014
5.1 795E-02
1.3031 E+03
18
0.150019
1.0000E-01
2.9845E+02
19
0.214355
1.9307E-01
5.9254E+01
20
0.234014
3.7276E-01
8.9885E+O0
21
0.155539
7.1969E-01
8.3012E-01

MASS (g)
2.9672E-05
5.7197E-05
1.1 025E-04
2.1 253E-04
4,0967E-04
7.8965E-04
1.5220E-03
2.9332E-03
5.651 8E-03
1.0886E-02
2.0950E-02
4.0261 E-02
7.7151E-02
1.4703E-01
2.7725E-01
5.1226E-01
9.1014E-O1
1.5002E+O0
2.1435E+O0
2.3401 E+OO
1.5554E+O0
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TOTAL AEROSOL PARTICLE MASS FRACTION:
SUM OF ALL MASS FRACTIONS:
0.9547
ASSIGNED
ASSIGNED
ASSIGNED

BIN NUMBER FOR SOOT: 9
BIN NUMBER FOR ALUMINUM
BIN NUMBER FOR DIRT: 13

===================

SIMULATION

OXIDE:

0.0308

3

RESULTS ===================

LIFTOFF OF INITIAL FIREBALL AT
1.0756 S (COMBUSTION STILL IN PROGRESS)
END OF COMBUSTION STAGE AT
2.4752 S
TOTAL VAPORIZED STRUCTURE MASS: 0.0000E+OO g
TOTAL MASS OF A1203 PARTICLES PRODUCED:
0.0000E+OO g
SUPPLEMENTAL
SOOT MASS: 1.1 123E+03 g
TOTAL SOOT MASS: 1.1 123E+03 g
TOTAL DIRT MASS: 2.7377E+03 g
NET VAPORIZED Pu02 MASS: 5.0478E-07 g
TOTAL ENERGY LOST FROM FiREBALL:
3.5946E+09 J
FIREBALL HAS REACHED AMBlENT TEMPERATURE+
20
PROBLEM COMPLETED AT 18.71 55s ( 9994 timesteps)
Program Execution Time (s):
129.240

In addition to the input parameters, this listing provides the timing sequence
for some of the major events occurring in the simulation. The end of the combustion stage occurs at about 25 s and the average power radiated from the fireball
during the combustion stage is about 1.45 GW. The sirntiation required 129 s on a
66 MH Pentium computer.
This calculation was performed using version 1.5 of the Fireball code package,
dated 10/24/96. This version differs slightly from the latest, version 1.6 dated
3/12/97, as described in this report. The only difference is an error correction in the
radiation model used for particles and aluminum structures. The error correction
resulted in only a 0.4°A change in the amount of plutonium vaporized and no
change in the response of the aluminum structures. The minor error in version 1.5
only has an effect on the predicted response if the particle or structure surface
emissivity is close to zero. Otherwise, the error is insignificant.
The calculated
temperature
of the fireball for this sample simulation is
provided in Figure 5. The insert on this figure is included to show the temperature
response for the first 0.4s.
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Figure 5. Fireball Temperature

– Space Vehicle

Scenario

The peak temperature of approximately 2500 K is reached at the end of the
fist time step (1.0 x 10-5 s). This temperature is essentially the adiabatic flame
temperature for the first two concurrently-burning
reactant mixes. The fireball
cools rapidly at first due to this high temperature and because the surface area-tovolume ratio of the fireball is greatest when the fireball is smallest. (The surface
area-to-volume ratio equals 3/rfor a sphere.) As will be shown later, the emissivity
of the fireball is also greatest at the time of fireball inception. As combustion
proceeds, the fireball grows rapidly and the rate of energy loss decreases. At just
before 0.05 s, new more-energetic reactant mixes are introduced that cause the
fireball temperature to increase to a local maximum of 2450 K at about 0.22 s. The
temperature then resumes dropping as thermal radiation losses exceed combustion
energy input. At the end of the combustion stage (2.4752 s), energy input ceases
and rapid air entrainment begins as the fireball lifts from the ground. The fireball
cools very rapidly at this time.
Figure 6 shows the fireball emissivity and the entrained-air mole fraction as a
function of time. The emissivity equals unity initially because of a “black hole”
effect. In this scenario, plutonium, soot, and dirt particles are injected into the
initially very small fireball. Thus the concentration
of particles is very high,
resulting in a high emissivity. As the fireball grows, the concentration decreases
and the emissitity decreases to a local minimum of about 0.44. Dirt and soot
injection continue along with the production of COZ and water vapor, which are the
major contributors to gas emissivity. The emissivity rises again to a new maximum
of about 0.72 and then decreases again as the fireball grows and cools. The air
mole fraction shows that after lifting from the ground, the fireball rapidly entrains
air. This curve does not include air added as a reactant and combusted. Thus the
mole fraction is shown as zero during the combustion stage.
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Figure 6. Fireball Emissivity

and Entrained-Air

Mole Fraction

The emissivity of the fireball is used in three ways: (1) to determine energy loss
from the fireball, (2) to determine heat transfer between the aluminum-alloy
structures and the fireball, and (3) to determine heat transfer between plutoniumbearing particles and the fireball. Plutonium vaporization is strongly dependent on
the fieball
emissivity. A higher fireball emissivity increases the rate of heat
transfer to particles. But, because the fireball cools faster, less time is available for
heat transfer. Particles also exchange heat with the ambient environment if the
fireball emissitity is less than unity. Thus particles in a hot fireball may actually
cool if the emissivity of the iireball is sufficiently low. A fireball model that simply
specifies the fireball emissivity would not capture this coupled nonlinear phenomena.
Figure 7 shows the fireball radius and its elevation. The changing radius
reflects the complicated combined influences of combustion-product
gas generation, cooling, and air entrainment. Product gas generation increases the fireball
radius, while radiative and convective cooling decrease the radius. The entrainment of air adds mass (increasing the radius) but also cools the fireball (decreasing
the radius). The rate of growth and the rise velocity are greatest initially. The
radius reaches a local minimum just before the end of the combustion stage and
then increases as air entrainment ensues.
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Figure 7. Fireball Radius and Elevation
The temperature of the aluminum-alloy
structures is presented in Figure 8.
For this relatively low-temperature short-duration scenario, none of the structures
reach the melt temperature and there is no aluminum vapor production.
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Figure 8. Aluminum-Alloy

Structure

Temperatures

Figure 9 shows the temperature response of the rock particles and the largest
aerosol particle. The temperatures of the smaller aerosol particles are not shown to
avoid clutter. However,
the temperature
trace for each successively-smaller
particle moves closer to the fireball temperature
trace. The initial particle
temperature in the GPHS is assumed to be 1520 K. As expected, most of the rock
particles do not increase significantly in temperature because of their relatively
large heat capacity. In this scenario (and in most others), they contribute
essentially no plutonium vapor to the fireball.
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The plutonium vapor mass in the fireball is shown in Figure 10. The vapor
mass levels (becomes constant) at about 0.8 s as vaporization. and heterogeneous
condensation
equilibrate. By 1 s, vaporization
is essentially over as a small
amount of heterogeneous
condensation
onto the larger particles continues. At
around 1.6 s, the fireball temperature
has dropped sufficiently
to initiate
homogeneous
condensation.
All of the plutonium vapor is condensed by 2.5 s.
Because not all of the rocket propellants are involved, this space-vehicle groundimpact scenario is rather benign. Thus the fireball temperature is relatively low
and burn duration
is relatively
short, resulting
in not much plutonium
vaporization.
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Figure 10. Plutonium
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The initial and final plutonium particle mass distributions are provided in the
next two figures (linear scale for Figure 11 and logarithmic scale for Figure 12), for
the 14 aerosol bins selected for this simulation. The higher the bin number
(corresponding to larger particles), the smaller the amount of mass lost. The net
mass lost is indicated by the diHerence between the initial and final masses. Thus
bin 10 mass is reduced more from vaporization than bin 11, and so forth. An
exception occurs in bin 9, which is the bin to which soot from combustion is added.
There are two effects attributable to the presence of soot. First, the emissivity (and
hence heat transfer) of the agglomerated particles in this bin is increased relative
to plutonium-only particles. Thus more vaporization occurs initially fkom this bin
than would if soot were not present. Second, the soot particles serve as heterogeneous condensation sites. Thus as the fireball cools, a larger share of condensation occurs in this bin than would otherwise. Similar effects occur in bin 13 to
which entrained dirt is added. However, the effects are not as significant for the
large particles in this bin because they don’t increase in temperature as much and
because they offer much less surface area for heterogeneous condensation.
The particles in bins 7 and 8 do not completely vaporize; however, they
decrease in size sufficiently that their remaining mass is moved into bin 6. This
accounts for the mass remaining in this bin at the end of the simulation.
Essentially all of the mass in bins 1 through 5 is vaporized early in the fireball
simulation. Homogeneous
col_densation produces very small particles that are
then introduced
into bin 1. Thus much of the plutonium
vapor has been
transported down into the smallest-sized particles by homogeneous condensation.
Agglomeration then moves some of this mass up to bin 2. However, because the
fireball cools relatively fast in this scenario, insufficient time is available for
significant agglomeration.
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Figure 11. Plutonium

Mass Distribution

(Linear Scale)
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Figure 12. Plutonium

Mass Distribution

(Logarithmic

Scale)

The mass distribution plots demonstrate the complicated nature of particle
response in a fireball environment
and highlight the need for an integrated
treatment of the various processes occurring.
Several other scenarios were investigated, including those that produced hotter
and longer-duration
fireballs. In general, the results shared many of the same
traits as demonstrated for the space vehicle scenario and are briefly mentioned
here.
Plutonium vaporization occurs mostly during the first second of the fireball,
when temperatures are highest. Particles less than about 5 ~m in diameter usually
completely vaporize while the larger rock particles vaporize a negligible amount.
Vaporization
and condensation
(both homogeneous
and heterogeneous)
occur
simultaneously
depending on the fireball and particle temperatures. Most of the
vaporized plutonium mass homogeneously condenses to form very small particles.
Some of the vaporized mass condenses heterogeneously
onto other available
particles, such as soot, dirt, and aluminum oxide. The extent to which heterogeneous condensation precludes homogeneous condensation
depends strongly on
the size and quantity of available particles, such as soot and dirt. Agglomeration
produces larger particles; however, this process does not continue very long
because the fireball is rapidly cooling and growing due to air entrainment.
An abbreviated parametric study indicates that the particle size distribution
results are most sensitive to combustion pressure, dynamic shape factor, dirt and
soot particle size, and air entrainment coefficients. These general results are not
based on extensive analyses and should not be considered final; however, they do
provide a good starting point for additional investigations.
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Summary, Comments and Recommendations
The Fireball code package simulates the integrated response of plutonium
debris exposed to a hypothetical launch-abort fireball. The code includes coupled
models for fireball physics and chemistry, thermodynamics,
aerosol physics,
particle heat transfer, structure heat transfer, plutonium vaporization and condensation (both homogeneous and heterogeneous),
aluminum vaporization and combustion, soot generation, and dirt entrainment. This fast-running code provides
many input options to support risk assessment studies, and represents a significant improvement over previous models.
The Fireball code includes several simplifying assumptions and approximations. This was necessitated by the very limited time available for development and
the requirement for fast execution speed to support parametric investigations.
Several comments and recommendations
are offered regarding its development to
provide guidance on code evaluation and continued development efforts.
As described in the appropriate sections, the CET89 and Maeros2 codes were
employed to perform the chemical equilibrium thermodynamic and aerosol physics
calculations, respectively. These codes were converted to callable subroutines and
integrated with the remaining fireball models. The decision to use these codes was
based primarily on the limited time available ;or development.
The general
acceptance of these codes in the technical community,
along with significant
validation of both also entered into the decision. Drawbacks to the use of these
codes include the additional computational
overhead associated with the many
features not required for fireball simulations, and the use of coding methods not
consistent with modern coding practice.
CET was originally developed in 1967 using Fortran, with many modifications
made since. The Fortran language in 1967 was very limited, resulting in diiiicultto-follow code by today’s standards. The replacement of the CET subroutine with a
fireball-specific
code module would greatly increase the efficiency and maintainability of the Fireball code.
Another improvement would be to replace the equilibrium thermodynamics
combustion model with a kinetic rate-dependent model. For most fireball scenarios
of interest, the time it takes for fuel and oxidant to come together is much longer
than the time required for the chemical reaction to proceed because of the high
temperatures involved. However, certain scenarios may require inclusion of the
kinetic rate dependencies in addition.
Maeros2 was developed in the early 1970s and also contains much dif6cult-tofollow code. It would also be desirable to replace this subroutine with a new
aerosol physics model, perhaps using a finite element approach to more efficiently
handle the section coefficient integrals. Including plutonium vaporization
and
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condensation models directly into the aerosol physics model should also be
considered. As mentioned in the Aerosol Physics Section, only a single particle
density is employed for all aerosol bins. The numerical approach in Maeros2 is not
amenable to accommodating average densities for each bin, further supporting the
need for an alternative aerosol physics model. There are numerous other advantages and reasons for creating a new fireball-specific aerosol physics model.
However, the initial sensitivity studies mentioned in this report indicate that
agglomeration is not a major influence on the evolution of plutonium-bearing
particle distributions. Thus a new model may not be warranted. However, a
definitive decision would require a systematic and thorough study.
A considerable amount of time was spent validating the CET subroutine, as
used in the Fireball code. The Maeros2 subroutine was also checked for proper
execution within the Fireball code package. However, a more exhaustive testing of
this subroutine would be desirable.
The strategy for managing the movement of particles between bins as a result
of vaporization and condensation can mod.@ the final particle distribution results.
Only a single strategy was implemented in the Fireball code. It would be desirable
to investigate other strategies for managing particle bin changes.
The fireball physics model can be improved in a number of ways. First, the
geometry of the fireball can be modified to account for a stem using a two-controlvolume model. However, the available fireball-modeling
literature
from the
petroleum industry indicates that the improvement in temperature prediction is
not large. A still-more complicated approach would be to implement a multiplevolume fireball model. This would allow zones of different temperature
and
particle concentrations.
Work is currently in progress in the nuclear safety
community to develop multiple-volume
aerosol physics models that could support
this improvement.
However, it does not appear that this would be worthwhile
considering the complexities involved in a highly turbulent fireball. Again, more
thorough sensitivity studies should be performed to further explore this.
A useful improvement to the fireball physics model would be the addition of
wavelength
dependencies
for the thermal radiation heat transfer calculations
involving the fireball, particles, and structures. This is warranted by the fact that
absorption of radiation in many combustion gases and gas mixtures is strongly
wavelength dependent. This spectral dependency can be addressed with a “band”
radiation heat transfer model and would require the introduction of a model to
calculate gas mixture absorption coefficients as a function of temperature, pressure, and constituent partial pressures. The effects of suspended particles could
also be incorporated with the use of Mie scattering models. Gas mixture absorption
coeiiicient and particle scattering models are readily available;so however, implementation into the Fireball code framework would be required.
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The plutonium vaporization model can be improved by the inclusion of the
effects of chlorides, carbides, and nitrides on the plutonium vapor pressure. Also,
the inclusion of vapor phase hydrates should be considered. Sensitivity studies
should address the importance of these modifications. The plutonium homogeneous condensation model can also be improved. Currently, rate effects are
ignored. Models are available to include rate effects and such a model could easily
be incorporated into the Fireball code package. As mentioned in the Homogeneous
Condensation Section, a model more sophisticated than that in the Fireball code
does not make a significant difference based on experience with several reactor
safety codes. Implementation of a rate dependent model into the Fireball code is
probably warranted, however, because the fireball environment is different from a
reactor containment and because such a model would be relatively easy to include.
Currently,

particles

of soot, dirt, and aluminum oxide are assigned a single

diameter value by the user. Thus all particles of a certain type have the same
diameter. It would be desirable to instead allow a distribution of sizes to be
specified for each particle type. Thus any particles added during the simulation
would be assigned to the appropriate bin based on this distribution. It would also
be desirable to include an additional particle component to account for the possible
presence of solid propellant rocket exhaust particles.
In the current Fireball code version, a single user-specified shape factor is used
for all particle bins to account for non-spherical
particle shapes. This factor
directly affects agglomeration,
particle heat transfer, and fireball emissivity. A
desired improvement would be to allow different shape factors to be specified for
each bin and for each of the modeled processes.
& with any computer code, there are numerous minor improvements that can
be implemented to improve efficiency, maintainability,
robustness, and ease-ofuse. Results post-processing
capabilities would also be desirable. Although much
effort was expended in ensuring that all submodels work properly as implemented,
individual submodels and their integration into the entire package should be
further explored for a variety of fireball scenarios. Detailed parametric investigations using the Fireball code package, for a wide variety of fireball scenarios, can
provide a wealth of information
concerning fireball simulations
and provide
invaluable guidance for future development work.
The Fireball code represents a considerable improvement
over models used
previously for launch-abort analysis. The many physical and chemical processes
occurring in a fireball are integrated to allow the simulation of the entire fireball
scenario with a single code. Integration of the various process models also captures
the complex interdependencies
inherent to such nonlinear phenomena. The code
also offers numerous input parameters that allow the user to simulate a variety of
launch-abort
scenarios.
This flexibility
facilitates
parametric
investigations,
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providing a valuable tool for advancing our understanding
particle behavior in a fieball environment.
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